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Abstract
The use of CMOS-based transistors to implement digital logic is the prevalent
means of modern computation. It is, however, not the only means. Advances
in nano-science and engineering demonstrate that nano-scale integrated circuits
are in fact a viable technology for computation. The dominant means for in
formation propagation in these devices is quantum tunneling - a phenomenon
that is not wholly compatible with current design techniques. This paper is an
explanation of one process used to both design and simulate digital logic circuits
utilizing the topology of the hypercube. The aim of the paper is to demonstrate
the ease of designing and implementing a streamlined design environment and
to demonstrate the utility that such an environment affords the designer. The
hypercube topology is used as the dominant example for constructing 3D cir
cuits. In this topology, each device is required to operate as a doubly gated
switch and computation is performed utilizing a concept similar to pass-gate
technology. The paper details the software required to generate the logic circuit
and the means of simulation. Each device of the structure is modeled using a
non-linear state-space representation. The paper concludes with two examples
of implementable technologies: single-electron transistors (wrap-gate structures
with quantum dots), and endohederal fullerenes acting as gate switches.
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i. Introduction
This THESIS is the detailed description of a process used to develop a computer-
aided design environment for the creation of three-dimensional nano-scale dig
ital circuits. Its goal is to demonstrate how the concepts of (i) logic design,
(ii) the transformation (or compilation) of those designs to physical devices,
(iii) methods for simulation, and (iv) the derivation of physical models can be
integrated into one cohesive environment and used to solve specific problems.
That specific problem is the dynamic analysis of nano-scale digital circuits.
To that end the detailed description of the software design process is given
in addition to all code used to implement the design environment. Although
this code implements only the minimum ofwhat should be included in a design
environment, it is, none the less, a sophisticated application that can adapt to
and be adapted to a variety of circumstances.
An introduction to the concept of the design environment is presented in
this chapter in addition to a description and justification of the general direction
taken throughout the remainder of the thesis.
1.1. Nano-scale digital circuits
The choice of problem area, nano-scale digital circuits, stems from a present
need to perform exploratory research. There is a general understanding in the
design community that CMOS technology, the present ubiquitous solution to
large-scale logic design, will someday have to be supplanted in order to satisfy
desires for more complex devices. Of course, there is neither consensus nor
general understanding of what form this new technology will take. Present
studies are, therefore, in their exploratory phase.
The study of physical sciences at the nano-scale has been enhanced greatly in
the last years through the use of computer simulation. Technology is beginning
to reach the point where it has become feasible to simulate (or model) multi-
electron systems in order to determine their properties [4]. While the physical
and mathematical understanding of these systems is more than a half-century
old, the computational cost of analyzing them in a meaningful way had been
too great to undertake.
The coupling of the recent (within the last decade) availability of this com
putational power with other advances in fields, such as biotechnology, offers
scientists and engineers an ample field to investigate for alternatives to CMOS
technology. Today, structures that act upon the influence of single electrons
and other particles can be considered for use as computational devices through
the use of simulations.
While physical experiments (the construction of potential devices) are an
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absolute necessity for thoroughly developing these new computational devices,
simulations are required to examine the early feasibility of each of these devices.
Which of the many possible physical combinations of nano-scale elements is
worth investigating can only be determined through accurate simulation. There
is, therefore, a need to create simulation tools and environments that can ac
curately model these novel physical systems.
These tools must also provide the scientist and engineer (heretofore referred
to as the designer) with the freedom to experiment with different configurations
of devices with an eye always towards the design of computational devices. That
is the goal of the goal of the computer-aided design environment.
1.2. Computer-aided design
This thesis defines the main tool of exploration for designers as the computer-
aided design (CAD) environment with ideas towards rapid prototyping. This
CAD environment, as defined in this thesis, is comprised of three parts:
1. Logic Synthesizer that is able to transform higher-level descriptions of a
computation (perhaps an entire program) and synthesize the digital logic
functions by which it can be implemented.
2. Logic Designer that is able to transform those logic functions into a hard
ware (physical) representation.
3. Simulator that utilizes the physical properties of the devices used to im
plement the logic functions to generate a reliable view of how the physical
devices would operate should they be built and assembled as per the re
quirements of the logic designer.
This thesis concentrates on the second and third elements of the CAD envi
ronment, the logic designer and the simulator. However, forays into the possible
implementation of the logic synthesizer are made from time to time.
1.3. Overview
The remainder of this thesis is split into three chapters that cover, (i) justifica
tions for the design of the CAD environment, (ii) the design of said environment,
and (iii) the use of the environment.
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to possible notations that may be used
to specify logic functions. Logic circuits, Scheme functions, binary-decision
diagrams, and the hypercube formalism are discussed. The hypercube notation
is then chosen to be the dominant example for structuring nano-scale digital
circuits throughout the remainder of the thesis.
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Chapter 3 details the design of the CAD environment based around the
hypercube topology and a state-space model of devices. The use of that envi
ronment is demonstrated in an example that makes use of nearly-ideal devices.
Chapter 4 extends the discussion of the use of the developed design envi
ronment by considering the integration of non-ideal devices into the hypercube
topology. Two examples are given based upon two promising technologies:
single-electron transistors and endohedral fullerenes.
1.4. Practical considerations
Throughout this thesis, practical implementations of all discussed ideas will be
shown intermixed with the ideas themselves. That is, this thesis not only seeks
to reveal the concepts involved with the computer-aided design of nano-scale
digital circuits, it also serves as a reference or an example of how those ideas
can be practically implemented and used.
The two dominant languages used throughout the discussion are Scheme and
Matlab m-scripts. Each is used in the areas where they are the most powerful
- Scheme as an evaluator and interpreter of languages (including mathematics)
and m-scripts as numerical workhorses.
Scheme is used predominantly through the discussion because it serves dis
tinctly as the most clear and thoroughly unambiguous description of ideas.
Although the reader may not be familiar with Scheme, they should find that
its syntax (or, lack there of) will be readily comprehended. When in need of
reference, the user is directed to [1] and [10].
Scheme statements in this thesis (and in general) are distinctive in their
abundant use of parenthesis and indentation to show program structure. They
are also readily recognizable due to their reliance upon a prefix notation for all
functions and syntax. As an example, a Scheme function to calculate the value
of
ex through n iterations is given by,
(define (my-fact n)
(define (iter i val)
(if (= i 0)
val
(iter (- i 1)
(* val i))))
(iter n 1))
(define (my-exp x n)
(define (iter i val)
(if (>= i n)
val
(iter (+ i 1)
(+ val (/ (expt x i)
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(my-fact i))))))
(iter 0 0))
When the expression (my-exp 1 30) is evaluated (with the intention of calcu
lating the value of e), a Scheme interpreter will give,
2403440095914245030058787948979
2.7182818284590452353602874.
884176199373970195454361600000
Because exact numbers (1 and 30) were provided to the interpreter, it returned
an exact value for the first thirty terms of the Taylor expansion of e1
Matlab m-scripts are used when the vast libraries and plotting functional
ity of the Matlab environment are needed. Given the extent of these libraries,
there are many operations that can be written in Matlab much more quickly
than in Scheme. This will be seen very plainly when Matlab is used as the sim
ulation engine for performing dynamic analysis of nanoscale integrated-circuits.
A similar example to that given for Scheme can be written as an m-script:
function val = my_exp(x, n)
val = 0;
for i = 0 : (n-1)
val = val + x"i / my_fact(i);
end;
function val = my_fact(n)
val = 1;
for i = 1 : n
val = val * i ;
end;
When the expression my_exp(l, 30) is evaluated, Matlab returns the value,
2.71828182845905.
Here, Matlab interprets all numbers using the 64-bit IEEE floating-point stan
dard and therefore does not attempt an exact solution.
As a final note for assistance when reading languages used in this thesis, it
should be noted that Scheme programs are usually written in a functional style
of programming. That is, they are written without using explicit variables.
This is the traditional way of coding in Scheme. Matlab m-scripts, on the
other hand, are written in an imperative style - its traditional way of coding.
This thesis will demonstrate the comfortable relationship established be
tween Matlab and Scheme code. In truth, all of the code in this thesis could
have been written in one language or the other. However, neither language is
particularly well suited to the full scope of this thesis. For example, Scheme
has no standard facilities for solving differential equations or for plotting results
while MATLAB has very limited facilities for creating compilers and manipulat-
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ing expressions. Therefore, each language (and its accompanying libraries) is
used in the areas where it is the most useful.
You think you know when you learn, are more sure
when you can write, even more when you can teach,
but certain when you can program.
ALAN PERLIS, Yale University computer scientist
2. Representations of logic functions
This chapter briefly discusses four different notations for representing logic
functions. The first notation, the use of logic circuits, is a predominant means
for specifying simple circuits. However, due to notational difficulties when
those circuits become complex, it must be abandoned in favor of more robust
methods. The high-level (in terms of abstraction from hardware) means of
specifying logic throughout this thesis is then presented. It is shown through
example that this notation is capable of specifying all manner of logic circuits
- from combinational logic to memory circuits. The high-level approach is
then abandoned for two notations that have simple and direct expressions in
hardware. The last of these notations, the hypercube, is used throughout the
remainder of this thesis as the dominant example in logic-circuit topology.
2.1. Circuits as directed graphs
The typical representation for logic functions is the logic circuit. These circuits
graphically provides the data paths through which information may propagate
along with gates or devices that may modify a single signal or a group of signals.
Such gates include logic functions such as and and or or ways of combining
or extracting information from the signals (multiplexers, switches, &c.) To
continue with the electrical circuit analogy, the data paths are often referred to
simply as wires.
Logic circuits may employ multiple inputs and multiple outputs. In the case
of the latter, the circuit truly represents a multi-valued function.
Furthermore, logic circuits typically utilize feed-forward data propagation.
That is, each device and each data path is used once and only once during
the computation of the output or outputs. If a component of the circuit is
reused, there exists some sort of intrinsic state
- the output of the circuit will
not necessarily take on the same values for all time given constant inputs.
The term "feed-forward" is used for this simpler type of computation since
logic circuits are often drawn as directed graphs. Each device is represented
as a node on the graph and its outputs are directed to new nodes forward in
the graph. When components are reused, then the direction of the graph must
necessarily go
"backwards" to relocated used nodes. Thus, computations that
require Illimitable!!! state are said to utilize feedback or back propagation.
As examples of these two types of circuits, Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2 are given.
Fig. 2.1 demonstrates a simple feed-forward circuit. It is used to represent the
logic function,
f(xi,x2, x3) = x3 V (xi A^)V(iIA x2), (2.1)
2.1. Circuits as directed graphs
Figure 2.1. An example of a logic circuit that uses only feed-forward data paths.
Figure 2.2. An example of a logic circuit that uses only feed-forward and feed
back data paths. This is the basic D-type latch.
where A and V are the binary-operator notation for the logic functions and and
or respectively and the notation 27 is used to represent the complement of the
input (or function parameter) x.
In order to determine the output value of the circuit given in Fig. 2.1, one
must simply substitute the inputs into the circuit and use the definitions of
the circuit elements to simplify or compute intermediate values of the function.
These substitutions and simplifications may happen at any time and in any
order - so long as they are done correctly, the output of the circuit will be
consistent.
For example, one may be obliged to compute the value of the circuit with the
inputs x\ = 0, X2 = 1, x3 = 0, where the symbols 0 and 1 are used to represent
the logic values "false" and "true" This can be done by first substituting these
symbols into the definition of the logic function (which is readily determined
from the logic diagram):
/(0, 1,0) = 0V(0A1) V(0A1). (2.2)
Next, the definitions for A and V alongwith complement may be used to simplify
the expression to,
/(0,1,0) = 0V(0A0)V(1A1), (2-3)
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and
/(0,1,0) = 0V0V1. (2.4)
One last simplification step (actually, two because there are two more operators
to satisfy) are used to determine /(0, 1, 0) = 1.
This is the substitution method for determining the value of functions. It
works wonderfully for all functions that contain no intrinsic state - those that
can be drawn as circuits using only feed-forward data paths.
On the other hand, the circuit given in Fig. 2.2 does have intrinsic state -
its output is not readily computable given its inputs. The feedback data paths
require us to use some definition of time in order to determine the output of the
circuit. Specifically, additional steps must be performed in order to calculate
the output of the function. First, because the feedback data paths cannot be
determined immediately, it is required to utilize initial conditions for those gates
that are driven by feedback data paths. Once this is done, the output of the
circuit, in addition to the true values of all the data paths, may be determined
using the same substitution method describe earlier.
However, one complete substitution and simplification iteration may not be
adequate to represent the output of the circuit since it represents merely the
output of the circuit at one instant in time. Instantaneous values are typically
not of interest. Usually, knowledge of the steady-state value of the output is
required - those values that act as if they are not time dependent. To determine
the steady-state output, the circuit must be continually solved (through the
substitution method) until the output has stabilized to a set of values that can
not change (determinable by observing the internal states of the circuit).
Returning attention back to Fig. 2.2, it is first noted that it is impossible to
write a closed-form definition of the function using basic mathematical notation.
Therefore, the output of the circuit must be solved for by utilizing the circuit
directly. This is best done by labeling states in the circuit as the values of the
data paths. Fortunately, the only states in the circuit are already labeled as
the two outputs.
The initial conditions shall be chosen somewhat mischievously. Since there
are two feedback paths, two initial conditions must be specified: g(0), and <j(0).
Since q and q are complementary, there is an opportunity to force the circuit
into an illogical initial state. It will then be informative to see how the circuit
responds to such a predicament. The initial conditions are both set to the same
value, 0.
It is now possible to solve the circuit using the substitution method. This is
done in four time increments while the two states (q, and q) are tracked. This
is solution is given in Table 2.1.
At time step 2, the circuit reached its steady-state value; however, the sim
ulation was continued for another time step to test that this was in fact the
steady-state value. Since this is a well-known circuit to designers, this output
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t d elk q q
0 110 0
11111
2 1110
3 1110
Table 2.1. Sample time progression of outputs of Fig. 2.2.
was expected. If however, the circuit were arbitrary and at all complex, the
simulation would have had to continue for a longer period to demonstrate the
fact that it had reached steady-state.
The use of logic circuit diagrams have now been demonstrated for describing
two types of logic functions: those with and those without state. While the
logic circuit is useful for simple logic, it becomes somewhat less useful when
the number of input, outputs, and internal stages increases. At this point, the
designer becomes encumbered by following wires (data paths) and is distracted
from his true goal of developing a computational function.
Let us therefore consider a more compact and efficient representation of
logic functions: the use of a computer programming language.
2.2. Scheme programming language
A direct means for specifying a logic function is to use a notation specifically
designed to express mathematical functions. Such a notation was used in the
previous section to define the logic function / in (2.1). That notation is very
convenient because it is similar to the notation used to define the values of
functions used throughout mathematics and is therefore familiar to scientists
and engineers. However, such notations are not typically used when interfacing
with a computer. Instead, one of many programming languages may be used
to define the values of functions. For reasons that will be discussed here and
re-enforced throughout this thesis, the Scheme programming language is used
as the means for defining logic functions.
The function given in (2.1) can be written, slightly more verbosely, in
Scheme as,
(define f
(lambda (xl x2 x3)
(or x3
(and xl (not x2))
(and (not xl) x2))))
The lambda function creates a function that accepts the three arguments xl, x2,
and x3. The value of that function is the value of the three-input or function.
This is similar to the logic circuit where the output of the logic function was
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the output of the last or gate.
The use of the Scheme keyword define, here, simply associates the function
created by lambda with the symbol f .
When Scheme is used to define functions such as this, the general shape of
the function (as revealed in its typographic conventions) reveals the distribution
of complexity of that function. For instance, in the above example it is easily
surmised at a glance that the function ultimately has to compute some three
quantities before it can perform the final or operation and compute the value of
the function. It is also seen that the computation of those three parts are rather
simplistic. This convenient structure is maintained so long as the function has
no intrinsic state.
Let us now turn our attention to developing a Scheme function for of the
second example logic function: the D-type latch. This logic function differs
from the previous in two important ways: it has multiple output values and it
contains state. For those reasons, the Scheme definition of the function will be
slightly more complex.
In order to model the D-type latch given in the previous section, a function
with local state must be created. Before, the lambda function was utilized to
create the stateless function; now, a different (custom) constructor is needed.
That constructor and the function that it constructs are given in their entirety:
(define make-d-latch
(lambda (qO nqO)
(let ((q qO) (nq nqO))
(lambda (d elk)
(let ((new-q (nand (nand d elk)
nq))
(new-nq (nand q
(nand (nand d elk)
elk))))
(set ! q new-q)
(set ! nq new-nq)
(list q nq))))))
There are a lot of interesting concepts used to create this function, and some
moments will be spent to discuss them to contrast the simplicity of the first
function f .
First, make-d-latch is the symbol that is defined (or assigned) to be name
of the constructor function. That constructor requires two parameters, qO and
nqO that represent q(0) and q{0), respectively. The constructor continues by
defining the two states of the logic function, q and nq (or q and q) through the
use of the assigning let function. Those states are initialized with the values
of the initial conditions. Again, these states are simply place-holders for the
values of the feedback data paths, and it is simply a property of the d-type
latch that these states are also the outputs of the logic function.
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The constructing function then truly creates the logic function utilizing the
lambda function. Because the lambda expression is deeper in lexical scope than
the let expression that creates q and nq, that created function has access to
those states. The logic function itself has two inputs, d and elk and those are
given explicitly as the first parameter to the lambda function.
Similar to the simpler function f defined earlier, this new function now goes
on to compute the value of its output; however, in a function with state, those
states must additionally be calculated. This is all done in a let statement that
creates the two new values of q and nq. Once that is done, the states of the
function are updated using set ! (the exclamation is used to mark the fact that
this function has side-effects) and the output values are returned as a list.
The natural lexical structure of Scheme functions may again be employed
to see that the computation of q (as seen in the definition of new-nq) is more
involved (by one additional nand gate) than the computation of q. In discrete
hardware implementations of logic functions that have such unbalanced output
data paths, there exists possibilities for mismatched outputs. Typically some
sort of auxiliary synchronization circuit must be used to compensate for this.
Coincidentally, such timing circuits are often comprised of latches such as these.
This thesis will not consider the synchronization problem as it is well covered
in basic texts on digital design.
Now that the constructor has been created, a new function d may be defined
that represents the D-type latch with a specific set of initial conditions. In order
to keep parity with the example simulation of the previous section, let us define
d thusly,
(define d (make-d-latch #f #f))
The constants #t and #f are used to represents the logical values true and false,
respectively.
As before, d may be tested against both inputs being set to #t. On the first
computation of d, it is seen that the outputs are both #t:
(d #t #t) -> (#t #t)
Once, however, the second and third iterations are computed, the output sta
bilizes to the proper values:
(d #t #t) -> (#t #f)
(d #t #t) -> (#t #f )
It has therefore been demonstrated that Scheme is a sufficient and even
convenient way to define and simulate digital logic functions. The notations
used for logic functions can be high-level (easier to comprehend, and generate
by humans) as in the case of this Scheme method or more low-level (easier to
construct using discrete hardware) in the case of the circuit diagrams of the
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Figure 2.3. An example of a binary decision diagram for the logic function of
(2.1).
previous section.
Attention will now be turned back to more low-level structures as it is dif
ficult to locate hardware that implements the Scheme programming language.
However, in the next chapter, the transformation (or compilation) of Scheme
definitions for functions into these other low-level notations will be considered
in depth.
2.3. Binary decision diagrams and trees
The binary decision diagram (BDD) is yet another notation for representing
digital logic functions. Its redeeming attribute is its simplicity: there are only
three elements that comprise the notation as opposed to the nearly infinite
variety of components used in the previous two notations (logic circuits may
have any types of gates, and Scheme functions may define arbitrary functions).
Those three elements are data paths, functional nodes, and terminal nodes.
The BDD for the example logic function (2.1) is given as Fig. 2.3. It will be
used as a reference as the general structure of the BDD is discussed.
For each input to the function, there exists a decision layer. Such a layer
is comprised of a set of functional nodes (circles in the reference figure). The
size of the set grows exponentially with the depth of the layer while the total
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number of functional nodes for a p-input function is,
Nf(p) = 2" - 1. (2.5)
Each diagram or tree is rooted with the output functional node. This node
branches to two nodes that represent the next input to the function and, equiv
alently, the next decision layer. One branch designates the path of information
flow in the case that the input is logically true (shown as l's in the figure) while
the other branch designates the path for the input being false (0). Each of these
nodes then branches to two nodes that represent the next input parameter. The
total set of nodes associated with this last input forms the next decision layer.
Each functional node is essentially a decision node: if the input associated
with it is logically true, then the appropriate path is taken until another node is
reached. The value of the input associated with that node is then examined to
determine which of its paths should be followed. This continues until a terminal
node is reached.
Once a terminal node (marked as boxes in the figure) is reached, the constant
value that it represents becomes the value of the function itself. The tree is
constructed such that for a set of input values, one and only one terminal node
can be reached.
To use Fig. 2.3 to determine the value of the function for X\ = 0, x2 = 1,
and x3 = 0, a walk of the tree is begun at the topmost node. Since Xi is 0, the
left branch is taken from this node. An x2 node is next encountered that directs
the walk to take the right path (1-path). At the x3 node, the left path is taken
and the walk completes at a 1-terminal node. The value of the function for
those input values is then 1, just as has been determined in previous sections.
The BDD is a very direct representation of stateless logic functions - no
computation facilities are needed to determine the values of functions aside
from the ability to switch the path of information propagation. The BDD is
therefore a very convenient representation of a logic function for implementation
in hardware. The circuit topology is completely regular for any computation
(it depends only on the number of parameters), and all parts of the hardware
are identical - they are switches.
These switching nodes can be modeled simply as,
n(g,u0, ui) = (5AU0) V(jAui). (2.6)
This logic function is the fundamental building block required to implement
any state-less logic function using the BDD. It could be implemented using
discrete logic components (one not gate, two and gates, and one or gate).
Alternatively, more efficient solutions may be devised such as pass-gate CMOS
technology. Chapter 4 discusses two alternate technologies.
However, before moving on to those technologies, let us consider the final
logic circuit notation - one which will be used for the remainder of this thesis
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as its primary example for developing the CAD software.
2.4. Hypercubes
The so-called hypercube notation [18] is a functionally equivalent topological
realization of the BDD. Its main contribution to the realm of logic function
notations is the development of a specific 3D structure that is ubiquitous for
all logic functions irregardless of the logic that they describe.
Traditionally, a hypercube that represents an m-input logic function is re
ferred to as an m-dimensional hypercube or an m-hypercube. This is merely
an odd nomenclature for all hypercubes, irregardless of the number of inputs,
are structures that exist in, and are completely defined in, 3D space.
2.4.1. BDD to hypercube transformation algorithm
The method of constructing the hypercube is a simple recursive process whose
understanding is based upon a select few definitions.
A node is a connecting point of data paths. A node has two complemen
tary input data paths and one output data path.
A data path is a connection between nodes that allows for (unidirectional)
information propagation between the nodes.
A data path is gated when it can control whether information is propa
gated or not.
A terminal node is a source of constant information. In logic designs, this
information is one of the Boolean values true or false.
With these definitions, the hypercube construction process is,
1. Begin with a single node, n0, a O-dimensional hypercube that must even
tually represent an m-dimensional hypercube. This node is the output
node of the fully-realized hypercube.
2. Extend that node to be a ID hypercube by connecting two nodes to
it through complementary data paths. These two data paths extend in
opposite directions from the node (if the node is visualized as a sphere,
then the data paths extend from the opposite poles). Each of these new
nodes must eventually represent (p l)-dimensional hypercubes.
3. Connect two nodes to each of these last nodes to extend them to be ID
hypercubes, when this is done, n0 represents a 2D hypercube. These new
data paths are orthogonal in direction from the last set of data paths
added to the hypercube structure.
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Figure 2.4. Hypercube of the logic function f(xx, x2,x3) = x3 V(i1 A12) V (xi A
x2).
4. Continue to increase the dimensionality of nodes by appending new nodes
through orthogonal complementary data paths. This process terminates
when uq is, in fact, an m-dimensional hypercube.
5. The last nodes to be added, those that remain to be O-dimensional hy
percubes, form the set of terminal nodes.
As an example of a 3D hypercube, Fig. 2.4 presents the hypercube for the
example logic function (2.1). Because the logic function has three input pa
rameters, Fig. 2.4 takes on a cubical form. If the function had consisted of two
input parameters, it would have taken on a planar form.
The method used to determine the output value of the hypercube is iden
tical to that used with binary-decision diagrams. As such, no example of its
evaluation will be presented.
2.4.2. Methods of optimization
All hypercube structures of logic functions with the same number of inputs are
identical - their only difference comes from the constant values associated with
the terminal nodes. Therefore any methods for mutating the structure of the
hypercube (for the sake of some optimization criterion, for example) must begin
by considering the terminal nodes.
Given the hypercube construction process, these terminal nodes will always
exist on the periphery of the hypercube structure. This is an important char
acteristic if one considers the feasibility of actually manufacturing logic circuits
based upon the hypercube structure as it simplifies the means by which con
stants (be they voltages or electron injections) are physically interfaced with
the circuit.
However, there is neither particular consideration nor any particular re
quirements that specify the particular physical grouping of terminal nodes.
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This grouping is due directly to the order in which data paths are encountered
in the design. From a manufacturability standpoint, the hypercube structures
may be optimized by attempting to physically group (as in proximity) terminal
nodes of identical values.
Later in this thesis, it will be seen that the order of the data paths will
simply be specified by a lexical sort of the names of the function inputs that
control them. This ordering is therefore arbitrary. The hypercube structure
can be optimized from a manufacturing standpoint by examining the many
combinations of orders of data paths in an attempt to design hypercubes with
grouped terminal nodes.
Other methods of optimization beyond manufacturability may consider the
size of the hypercube. There is an obvious case where constant folding may
be applied to the structure. That is, any nodes that are guaranteed to receive
inputs of identical values for all times, under all conditions, may simply be
replaced with terminal nodes of those values. This space optimization, however,
can potentially (and likely) destroy the regular structure and symmetry of the
hypercube. Because this regular structure is a major benefit of the hypercube
topology, such spatial optimizations are not considered in this thesis.
3. Simulation of 3D logic circuits
The Hypercube that was lastly presented in the previous chapter is used
throughout the remainder of this paper as the dominant means to describe
and structure 3D logic circuits. The dynamic behavior of these circuits can be
determined in both technology-independent and technology-dependent ways.
This chapter is concerned with the exact means by which this is done.
3.1. Cellular non-linear networks
Nano-scale digital circuits very well may present the circuit designer with a de
sign process contrary to what they are accustomed: the devices that comprise
the systems of this technology may come in predetermined topological config
urations. This is contrary to the typical use of topology to define a circuit's
behavior. These configurations of nano-scale devices could come in the form of
regular grids or lattices. Much more complex forms such as the structures of
folded protein molecules as circuits may also be utilized.
In these cases, the designer must implement the design without the ability
to redefine the structure of the final system. It is therefore sensible to con
sider whether regular structures of similar components can perform any sort of
computation; and, if so, how that computation can be analyzed.
A methodology must be determined for reasoning about the control and
optimization of many devices to achieve some system-wide goal. This control
must accommodate the concept that a particular device's reference state (or
required state, target, or goal) is merely related to the reference state of the
entire system, and that the present state of a particular device can be influenced
not only by its own actions but by the actions of its neighbors.
Some [5], [7] feel that they have found such a suitable methodology. Their
formulation is based upon the use of Cellular Nonlinear Networks (CNNs).1
The analogue of CNNs is the organization of cells in complex organisms.
Although such organisms may possess some sort of central nervous system or
central control network, on a smaller scale, individual cells perform their func
tion based only on their own state, their environment's state, and the states of
their neighboring cells. While the exact operation of these complex organisms
is not thoroughly understood, the premise of distributed coordinated control
seems worthy of investigation.
This section is concerned with the concept of CNNs, and their applications
1At one point in time, [5], the acronym "CNN" stood for Cellular Neural Networks. The
word
"neural" has since been replaced with the word "nonlinear" to convey the idea that
these networks of devices are not limited to those applications for which neural networks
seem forever associated.
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to computation and to the solution of partial differential equations (PDEs).
The two topics seem at first unrelated, but it will be shown that the latter
is a natural consequence of the structure of CNNs. It is not readily clear how
effective computation due to CNNs is as a general means, and, as a consequence
of this lack of knowledge, a variety of perspectives on their design and analysis
shall be presented. This section is a search for ideas for the simulation of
nano-scale digital circuits. In the proceeding sections of this chapter, the CNN
concept will be modified to suit our logic design needs. However, for the present
time, let us consider CNNs in their purest form.
3.1.1. Cellular automata
The CNN methodology is accredited to Leon 0. Chua and Lin Yang at Berkeley,
California in 1988 [5]. They describe it as a generalization of another methodol
ogy: cellular automata. This is, in fact, the best means to begin a presentation
of the underlying concepts of CNNs. As such, some moments shall be spent
examining cellular automata.
Cellular automata is an exploration of emergent computational behavior.
It is a study of how natural evolution (in the context of genetic algorithms)
could produce coordinated global information processing through the action
and interaction of simple components (cells) [15].
A classical cellular automation system is a lattice of individual cells each
with a binary state one of either on or off, 1 or 0. Each cells is aware of its
neighborhood and its "next" state is purely a function of its own state and that
of its neighbors.
A simple example is a one-dimensional lattice consisting of N cells. Each
cell is indexable from 1 to N and is noted as C . For example, C(l) is a valid
cell; however, C(N + 1) is not. Each cell has a state x and an output denoted as
y. A transition rule table, analogous to a logical truth table, is used to describe
the next state of each of these cells.
There exists a neighborhood (or ^-neighborhood), Na, about each cell i
represented as a set of cells. One definition of such a neighborhood is,
Na(i) = {C(r):\r-i\<a) (3.1)
where a is referred to as the radius of the neighborhood.
If, for example, a is set to 1, then Nx(i) = {C{i - l),C(i),C(i + 1)}. This
definition of a neighborhood presses the immediate need to define boundary
conditions. Classically, these one-dimensional strips of cells are interpreted as
rings and the boundary conditions for d > 0 are given as:
C(l-d) = C(N + l-d) (3.2)
C(N + d) = C(d) (3-3)
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With these rules and a set of initial conditions, a complete view of the system
can be presented through time. For example, given the rule table (for a = 1):
neighborhood state: 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
output (y): 0 10 10 10 1
the following network with N = 11 would change from
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
to
By defining varying sizes of a and different transition functions (or tables),
one is said to program the system. It is easy to imagine a program (rule table)
to perform operations such as left and right logical shifts. Melanie Mitchell and
her colleagues developed somewhat more interesting programs by employing
genetic algorithms to search for (or evolve) programs that would perform certain
tasks [15]. One example of such programs is the "majority
rule"
program that
determines whether the initial state of the lattice consisted of more ones than
zeroes. If there was a majority of ones, all cells would eventually turn to one;
otherwise, the output would turn to all zeroes.
Although these cellular automata programs are not easily devised, the entire
system possesses some very redeeming attributes:
Parallel Processing. Although the processing occurs incrementally, it is done in
a completely parallel fashion - that is, each cell is doing its best to solve the
problem on each increment of time.
This fact is demonstrated nicely by the majority rule program mentioned
above. The serial form of this algorithm would process each cell individually
to accumulate the number of ones in the entire lattice. It would then have to
compare that number to the number of cells in the lattice. Thus, the length of
execution time for this algorithm is linearly dependent on the size of the lattice
(N).
In the case of the cellular automata program, the length of execution time
is dependent on the neighborhood size and the randomness of the initial data
[15].
Furthermore, the serial algorithm requires prior knowledge of the total size
of the system. The system of cellular automata does not need this knowledge
because of the next important attribute:
Integrated Communication. This advantage is one of the more interesting traits
of cellular automata. Since the size of a neighborhood is finite, and the required
result of a particular cell may rely on the state of a cell in its immediate neigh
borhood, most cellular automata programs must develop some limited form of
communication to solve problems. In most cases, this communication is ac-
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complished by transferring state from one cell to another in a relay fashion
until it has propagated to the cell that needs it. Of course this process requires
time and the efficiency of the computation is directly related to the efficiency of
the communications scheme. It is, nonetheless, a robust system in that it can
tolerate intermittent failures.
Efficient Implementation. The cellular automata network is both a compu
tational and storage medium. Furthermore, the implementation of each cell
is identical. Implementations of different programs rely on changing only the
transition rules. This promises a cheap way of manufacturing these computa
tional devices if one is able to devise a simple way of changing the rule table
while maintaining a consistent structure of cells.
However, one must not forget the disadvantages. It is very difficult to de
vise correct programs for a given task, and some tasks may not be able to be
programmed at all. One can imagine that the design of a program to perform
binary arithmetic may be such a sufficiently difficult task.
3.1.2. Cellular nonlinear networks
The advantage of a cheap and robust parallel processing architecture is too
enticing to ignore. Leon Chua and Lin Yang took it upon themselves to extend
the ideas of cellular automata. They extended the idea in three important ways.
Continuous states Instead of each state being a binary state, Chua and Lin
extended the state of each cell to be any real number.
Continuous time Whereas cellular automata describes state transitions as in
stantaneous step-wise changes, a CNN's states are continuous through time.
Addition of Input and Bias The state of a cell is now (optionally) dependent
on inputs to its neighborhood and on bias conditions.
The state equation of a cell C(i) in the a standard CNN is given as [5]:
xt = -xi + ^A(i,r)yr[C(r) e Na(i)} + J2B(i,r)ur[C(r) Na(i)]+zu (3.4)
r r
where xr, yr, ur, and zT are the state, output, input, and bias of the cell C(r).
The functions A(i, r) and B(i, r) give the weight or influence between C(i) and
its neighboring cells (including itself).
Furthermore, the summation notation is that of Donald E. Knuth given in
"Two Notes on
Notation" ( http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/
preprints.html). This notation is based on the operators [ and ] whose values
is 1 if the logic statement within them is true, and 0 otherwise. In this context,
they are 1 when C(r) is in the neighborhood of C(i), and 0 otherwise.
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Figure 3.1. Example output function defined by the equation y(x) = \\x+ 1|
\\v l| = i(|x + l|-|x-l|
This state equation can be compared to the state equation of an equivalent
cellular automata system:
Xi(t + 1) - Xi(t) = Y,Hh r)xr{t) [C(r] Na(i)} (3-5)
where t is an integer indicator of time.
Generally speaking, the A and B functions can vary with respect to time
and the specific cells upon which they are applied. In practice, however, they
remain constant between cell groups. A cell group is the simply a cell and all
the cells in its neighborhood. When the functions are independent of individual
cell groups and time, the are referred to as the CNN's template (or templates).
As the input and bias values are free to change, attention must be turned
toward the important definition of the output function y. Fortunately, (3.5)
gives some hint that the outputs should be strongly related to the state. Chua
and Lin defined the output as,
y = h(x) = -\x + 1\
1, , 1
2l*-H
= H II (3-6)
This function takes the form given in Fig. 3.1.
Therefore, for states in the range (1, 1) the output is equal to the state. For
larger or smaller state values, the cell is said to be saturated, and then output
takes on the value sgn(x). This function is essentially a hold-over from the ori
gins of CNNs when they were used to model neural networks. However, nearly
all literature on the subject continues to use this function or a differentiable
form of it.
The use of the saturating output function can also be traced back to imple
mentation details. As will be presented shortly, the simplest hardware element
to implement the output function is an operational amplifier configured for
unity-feedback with built-in or predetermined saturation points. It is recog
nized then, that the output function is simply a convenient function that is
representative of the state and easy to implement.
This of course begs the question of why an output function is needed at all.
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Of course it would be possible to define y = x and implement that relationship.
In fact, the saturating output function exists for the important purpose of
stability - it limits the possibility of states ever increasing without bound.
3.1.3. Higher-order configurations
The ideas of Cellular Nonlinear Networks is easily extended beyond that of a
string of cells to that of arbitrary geometries in arbitrary dimensions. In fact,
most in-depth studies of CNNs have been performed on 2D regular grids of
dimensions N x M [5].
The extension to higher dimensions is accomplished by slightly modifying
the state equation and redefining what constitutes a neighborhood. For exam
ple, the state equation and neighborhood definition for a cell in a 3D regular
grid could be given as:
Xi,j,k = -xt,j,k + Y/A(i,j,k,r,s,t)yrtSit [C(r,s,t) Na(i,j,k)\+
r,s,t
^2B(i,j,k,r,s,t)uriStt[C(r,s,t) eNa(i,j,k)] + Zij,k (3.7)
and
Na(i,j,k) = [C(r,s,t) : V(r-*)2 + (.s-j)2 + (*-fc)2 < a) (3.8)
where an alternative form of the neighborhood could be given as
Na{i, j, k) = {C(r, 8, t) : maxflr - i\, \s - j\, \t - k\) < a} (3.9)
The first of these neighborhood definitions disallows diagonal neighbors whereas
the second specifically allows them. Such definitions dictate the exact size of
the neighborhood and thus dictate the size of the A and B templates.
Two-layer two-dimensional lattices
One of the first publicized uses of CNNs beyond image manipulation was the
initiation and control of self organization or pattern formation. The idea is to
initiate and sustain a desired complex pattern (as revealed through the output
of all the cells) by a simple set of inputs.
It has been recognized for some time that natural patterns can be generated
by mathematical partial differential equations called reaction diffusion (RD)
equations. These generated patterns are referred to as Turing patterns [16].
However, reaction diffusion equations are much more than simply pattern
generators. They are a model of the kinetic distribution of some elemental in
some environment. The reaction diffusion equations are a macroscopic view of
this movement, which, on a microscopic level, can be very complex and difficult
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to model. The most common form of the reaction diffusion equation is,
dc
=f(c) + Z)V2c (3.10)
where c is the vector of elemental concentrations, f represents the reaction or
generation process, D is a matrix of diffusion coefficients, and
V2 is the spatial
Laplacian operator. In 3D Cartesian space, the Laplacian is defined as
n2
d2 d2 d2
.
,v =dx~2+W2 + dT2' (3ai)
where, here, x y and z represent the three spatial coordinates. From the Lapla
cian and the partial derivative with respect to time, it is obvious that this equa
tion is spatial-temporal elemental concentrations can vary in both space and
time.
Turning back, one can generate patterns under certain circumstances by
utilizing the reaction diffusion equations of two elementals. Sometimes, these
elementals are referred to as activator A and inhibitor /; however, this choice in
vocabulary is completely arbitrary. What is actually desired is a set of opposing
elementals. When these two sides are left to interact, then their progress can be
observed by simply differentiating between the two different elemental types.
The two-layer two-dimensional CNN was developed to model these opposing
elementals. One of the layers represents the activators and the other represents
the inhibitors. The two lattices are two-dimensional because the entire system
can be readily displayed at different time increments in its entirety.
Two-cell system
To begin the development of the CNN, first consider the very simply case of a
two-cell network. Let each cell be represented by the following state equations:
a = ~xa + (1 + H)ya -syb + za (3.12)
xb = -xb + sya + (l + n)Vb + *b (3-13)
where s and p are arbitrary (for now) constants. These state equations represent
only the reaction part of the RD equation (3.10). It has been proven [2] that
the first step toward pattern formation is the generation of a stable limit cycle.
A limit cycle is simply perfect oscillatory behavior of the state over time.
The two-cell system above will reach this oscillatory behavior for certain
values of s and jjl. Specifically, it has been shown that a stable limit cycle will
be achieved about an equilibrium point if 0 < p < s. Furthermore, the radius
or amplitude, R, of the limit cycle will be approximately equal to 1 + n + s.
To visualize all of this, the two-cell system is simulated for p. = 0.7 and
s = 1 (as in [2]) over 30 seconds with the initial conditions that xa = 1 and
xb = 0. Fig. 3.2 is a time plot of the A cell, and Fig. 3.3 demonstrates the
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Figure 3.2. State and graphs of cell a (dashed) and cell b (solid) from the two-
cell network implementing the reaction state equations. Calculated for s = 1
and p = 0.7.
stable limit cycle.
Extension to CNNs
Each of the cells of the two-cell system is now extended to be a full 2D CNN.
The state equations of the cells in these two networks are given as,
Xa;i,j Xa-ij -\- \1 ~t~H)ya\i,j SVb;i,j < Za-\-
Da {Va;i-l,j + Va.i+l.j + Va.i.j-l + Va-.i.j+l ~ ^Va-.i.j) ,
xb;i,j = - xb-ij + (1 + n)yb;i,j + sya]ij + zb+
Db (yb;i-l,j + Vb-.i+l.j + yb;i,j-l + Vb-ij+ l - tyb;i,j) ,
(3-14)
(3-15)
where each network is made up of N x M cells and 1 <i < N and 1 < j < M.
The neighborhoods are defined by,
N (i,j) = {c(r,s) ^{r-i)2 + {s-j)2<\} (3-i6)
That is, only adjacent non-diagonal cells on a rectangular grid.
Each cell in the networks represents a geometric location, and its state
represents the concentration of the elemental at that location. Again, there are
two elementals at work, a and b, and they oppose cachother.
The quantities Vi-ij+yi+ij +yl,j-i +Vi,j+i -4y;j represent discrete space
versions of the Laplacian operator. If one considers the axis containing N cells
to be the n-axis (analogous to the x-axis in the brief Laplacian discussion), and
the axis containing M cells to be the m-axis, then the Laplacian of the output
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Figure 3.3. State graph for the two cells of the reaction state equations showing
a stable limit cycle. The initial conditions that xa = 1 and xb = 0 are shown.
Calculated for s = 1 and p = 0.7.
at geometric position (i,j) has been approximated as:
d2y
gn2
- (Vi-hj ~ Vij) - (ViJ ~ Vi+i,j)
d2y
dm2 (Vij-i
~ Vi,j) - {Vij - Vi,j+i)
(3-17)
(3-i8)
It is important to note that the two CNNs can not truly directly observe each
other. That is, the neighborhood of a cell on the a network does not include
any cells on the 6 network. Only in the reactive part of the state equations can
a cell from one network observe another cell from the other network. Further,
this "other" cell is limited to its dual - the cell on the other network at the same
geometric position as the first. Later (in Chapter 3), the use of dual cells will
be encapsulated into the notion of cells with multiple states. This abstraction
will, however, have to wait.
The so-called zero-flux boundary conditions are implemented for this net
work. This boundary condition states that the state of non-existing cells be
yond boundaries are equal to the states of those cells at the boundaries. Thus,
a boundary represents a barrier to motion - zero-flux.
Using all of these ideas, a simulation of two 64 x 64 CNNs is performed.
Again values of 1 and 0.7 are used for s and p, respectively, and the two dif
fusion coefficients, Da and Db are both set to 0.1. In addition to the diffusion
coefficients, the biases are now used: za is set to 0.3 and zb is set to 0.3. This
is the same configuration as used in the first example in [2] , with the exception
that the CNNs are 64 x 64 instead of 44 x 44.
The a layer is initialized such that all states are equal to 1 except for two
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Figure 3.4. Snapshots of cell outputs of the a layer in the two-layer two-
dimensional system. Black areas represent cells with outputs equal to 1 while
white areas represent cells with outputs equal to 1. Gray areas represent
outputs in between these extremes.
small bands protruding from and edge. One of these bands has the states all
set to 1 and the other has them all set to 0. All the initial states of the b layer
are set to 0. Snapshots of the a layer are taken at 10 second intervals over a
period of 70 seconds. This data is presented as Fig. 3.4.
Even though it is proven that patterns can form given the parameters
above [2], such phenomena as spirals are not easily created. These complex
patterns require certain initial conditions to form. For instance, if the system is
initialized with random state values (in the range [1,1]), the system illustrated
in Fig. 3.5 could emerge.
Both the systems of Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 continue to evolve over time. The
first system spirals for eternity and the second system
"bubbles" for eternity.
However, this reactive steady-state can be neutralized. If there exist a variety
of hard barriers - that is, instantaneous (in geometry) changes in state - the
system will be dominated by the diffuse part of the equation. Essentially, the
two elementals mix slowly to form a uniform final state.
3.1.4. Higher meaning
Some time has just been spent on the analysis of a particular application of
CNNs. It remains to be seen what that analysis reveals and how that analysis
can be mimicked to produce solutions for separate problems.
If one is presented with a set of spatial-temporal partial differential equations
and desires to simulate the action of those equations, a few criteria must be
met. These criteria come from the one requirement that the partial differential
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Figure 3.5. Snapshots of cell outputs of the a layer in the two-layer system with
random initial states for all cells. Utilizes the same networks as in Fig. 3.4 but
begins with random initial states.
equations can be manipulated into the form of a cell's state equation (3.4).
1. The time derivatives of variables may only be first-order. That is, dx/dt
is allowable while dnx/dtn for any n greater than 1 is not.
2. The time derivative of a variable must be dependent only on the geometry
of the system. That is, a system such as
Xl = x2
X2 = Xl
(319)
(3-20)
is strictly not allowed while a system such as
1 = V2x2
x2 = Xl
(3-2i)
(3-22)
is allowable.
3. The A and B functions of (3.4) generalize the state equation to be thor
oughly non-linear. While this is perfectly acceptable when using CNNs
in a simulation environment, generalized nonlinear function will signif
icantly increase the complexity of the hardware implementation. The
designer must decide whether this increase in complexity outweighs the
benefits of CNNs.
4. High-order geometric derivatives shall require a network whose cells are
sufficiently compact with respect to one another and that have a high
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fidelity (highly precise, highly accurate) state values. Again, this is not a
great issue in software simulations, but does put additional requirements
on the hardware implementations. If the third derivative of states with
respect to geometry is needed, then the neighborhood of each cell will
have to be at least N2 and concern will begin to plague the minds of
the designer of the adders. For instance, Chua reports [5] that their
implementation of CNNs using integrated circuits is able to achieve a
precision of approximately 7 bits. This is probably sufficient for first and
second order derivatives, but anything greater may require more precision.
It is, then, reasonable to say that CNNs can model a large variety of physical
phenomena (those phenomena that can be expressed as sets of partial differen
tial equations). Once a mathematical model has been formulated, its applica
bility to being simulated (or analyzed) by CNNs can be readily ascertained.
That is, CNNs may be used as a form of finite-element analysis where space
is discretized. Each elementary volume of space may be represented by a cell
with multiple states (as dictated by the mathematical model of the phenomena
to be observed or modeled).
However, the focus of this paper now turns to a different scenario - one
in which each CNN cell is, in fact, a direct analogue to a physical device.
The neighborhood and observability of each cell is represented physically as
interconnects between cells (tunneling junctions, chemically active sites, &x.)
In this scenario, the utility of CNNs as partial-differential equation solvers is
abandoned.
3.2. Extension of the model to the hypercube
The discussion of CNNs has revealed a direct methodology for simulating sys
tems with large amounts of identical components. The CNN behavior is very
promising as an analog system able to produce emergent computational behav
ior. Because such a use of the system (its design and analysis) requires a firm
understanding of the technology used to develop the network while the goal
of this chapter is to produce a methodology for simulating logic circuits in a
technology-agnostic manner, this field of emergent computation is superseded
with a more direct approach.
One aspect of CNNs is focused upon: the use a state-space representation
of large lattices of identical or nearly identical devices. Particularly, we extend
the CNN methodology such that each cell (or node as they will soon be termed)
can be represented with multiple states. These cells will then be used to design
digital logic circuits using the hypercube configuration.
Within the hypercube configuration of the circuit, nodes are connected with
what have been termed data paths - where the data transport through each of
these paths is controlled by a gate. A node is either a terminal representing a
constant value or it is a holder of some dynamic state.
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To simulate circuits constructed in the hypercube, one must select proper
state equations to model the nodes. In addition to this, the gate control of the
data paths must also be modeled. Given the CNN paradigm, this last model is
incorporated into the state equations of the node. To see this, a simple example
is considered.
2
Figure 3.6. Example node with multiple inputs and a single output.
Imagine a single node x with two inputs ux and u2 and one output y. Let this
node be defined by the two states xx and x2 given by the following equations:
1 = x2, (3.23)
x2 = ^-x2 -xx + f(ui,u2), (3.24)
V = xu (3-25)
where , r, and k are arbitrary constants. The function / must account for
the two inputs Ui and u2 and is completely dependent on the nature of the
system. For our purposes, let us assume that the inputs are under the control
of complementary gates. Therefore, when one input's gate is open for data flow,
the other is closed. The function / must capture this idea.
If the state of the gates are represented by values in the range 0 to 1 where 1
represents "open for data flow'' and 0 represents "closed" , then one possibility
for defining / is
f{g,ui,u2) - (1 - g)ui + gu2, (3.26)
where g represents the state of the gate controlling u2. Under this model,
the gate can be variably opened and closed allowing fragments of information
to pass through. While we will see later that there can be physical meaning
attached to this concept due to such phenomena as quantum tunneling, for now
we will consider this function as simply a reasonable and convenient method
for choosing between inputs.
With this definition of /, the second state of the node x can be defined as
2C 1 k
x2 = x2 - xi + -j [(1
- g)ur + gu2}. (3.27)
Now that a complete model has been determined for the system, simulations
can be performed to verify the design. One such simulation is presented as
Fig. 3.7. In this simulation, generic though reasonable values have been chosen
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Figure 3.7. Simulation of the single node given in Fig. 3.6 with ux = 0 and
u2 = 1 and parameters ( = 0.5, r = 1 ps, and k = 1. At 15 ps, the gate
switches from allowing ui to allowing u2.
for , t, and k. The two inputs are set to constant values and the gate is toggled
once. It is seen that the node is able to respond to this change in input after a
suitable propagation delay (defined by the quantity r).
This simple example was given to show the general method that will be used
to simulate the circuits defined as hypercubes. In fact, collections of these very
same simple nodes can be used to simulate any hypercube circuit. The only
work necessary to accomplish this is to establish the proper connection graph of
nodes and to determine physically meaningful models of the nodes. The connec
tion problem has been solved in the previous chapter and the following chapter
will address the physical modeling problem. The remainder of this section is
devoted to detailing the design environment that will be utilized throughout
the remainder of this work while the remainder of the chapter focuses on using
this environment to simulate logical functions.
A computer program is written to generate the files needed to simulate
arbitrary logic functions in Matlab. This program takes as input the required
logic functions and a physical state-space model that is used for each node.
The output of the program is a set of Matlab scripts that, when evaluated,
simulate the physical circuit.
This program is naturally split into two parts, the logic circuit designer
and the physical model integrator. The logic circuit designer creates the node
connection graph and assigns gates to the data paths. The physical model inte
grator allows the user to specify a set of state-variable functions and an output
function to represent the node. Once both parts are completed, two Matlab
script files are generated: one that specifies the set of first-order differential
equations of the hypercube and another that performs a simulation based on
those equations and plots the results.
3.2.1. Logic circuit designer
The process of constructing the CNN connection graph of the hypercube is
obviously directly related to the process of constructing the hypercube. We
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can then turn to this method for inspiration on how to develop the connection
graph.
The construction process for or synthesis of hypercubes is first considered.
One must keep in mind that a logic function / of m parameters produces an Tri
dimensional hypercube. However, this use of the word "dimensional" is quite
liberal. This hypercube certainly exists in, and is fully described in, three-
dimensional space. From Chapter 2, the rules of the construction process are:
1. Create node 0 (n0) that represents the output of an m-dimensional hy
percube. This node actually represents the output node or the value of
the function / when evaluated with arguments.
2. Connect node 0 to nodes 1 and 2 through complementary data paths
controlled (or gated) by the zeroth parameter of /. These two new nodes
represent the output of two distinct (m - l)-dimensional hypercubes.
3. Each of these new nodes is then connected via complementary data paths
controlled by the first parameter to two new nodes that represent the
output of two distinct (rn 2)-dimensional hypercubes.
4. For each newly created node that represents a hypercube of dimension
greater than 0, continue creating two additional nodes of lesser dimen
sionality connected by complements of the next variable.
5. The nodes that represent 0-dimensional hypercubes are terminal nodes
that represent some constant value. That value can be determined by
evaluating the function / along the data path connecting this node to
node 0.
This recursive construction process can be easily transformed into a recursive
connection process. Each step of the recursive process attempts to define some
hypercube of some dimensionality. However, the step is unable to complete
until other (child) hypercubes are defined. When defining each hypercube,
certain properties or attributes of the cube are known. Most important of
those properties are (i) the data paths taken to get to the cube from the primary
node (node 0), (ii) the dimensionality of the hypercube, and (iii) the remaining
parameters to the function / that are not used.
As each of these hypercubes is represented by a single output node, it is
beneficial to associate a name with these nodes for simulation purposes. In
addition, the names of the two child nodes that it defines would also be beneficial
(given that it does not represent a 0-dimcnsional hypercube).
At this point, enough information is available to begin designing the program
to generate the connection graph. The output of this program will be a list of
nodes where each node has associated with it:
1. The name of the node.
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2. The type of node - that is, whether it is functional or constant.
3. If it is constant, its value.
4. If it is functional, the name of its two child nodes.
5. If it is functional, the function parameter name that controls the data
paths to its two child nodes.
This concept of a node fits well with the object-oriented idea of data encap
sulation - it makes sense then to take advantage of this style of programming.
A generic node object is therefore defined along with two constructors that can
be called depending on whether a new node is functional or constant.
(define (make-node name type value chO chl param-name vector)
(let ((my-name name)
(my-type type)
(my-value value)
(my-childO chO)
(my-childl chl)
(my-param-name param-name)
(my-vector vector)
(my-point '()))
(define
(cond
(me request)
((eq? request 'name) my-name)
((eq? request 'type) my-type)
((eq? request 'value) my-value)
((eq? request 'childO) my-childO)
((eq? request 'childl) my-childl)
((eq? request 'param-name) my-param-name)
((eq? request 'vector) my-vector)
((eq? request 'point) my-point)
((eq? request 'set-point!)
(lambda (p) (set! my-point p)))
((eq? request 'node?) #t)
(else #f)))
me))
(define (make-const-node name value vector)
(make-node name 'const value 0 0 0 vector))
(define (make-func-node name chO chl param-name vector)
(make-node name 'func 0 chO chl param-name vector))
The results of these make functions are in fact functions themselves used to
represent node objects. The functions are essentially dispatchers or
message-
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passers. Fortunately, their use is significantly less complicated than their def
inition. Given a node n defined by one of these make functions, its attributes
can be obtained by evaluating expressions such as (n 'name) or (n 'childl).
With this new-found ability to pragmatically create nodes, let us consider
under which circumstances it must be done. Rule 4 from the hypercube gen
eration rule set states that for each node representing a hypercube of dimen
sionality greater than 0, two new nodes should be created representing lesser
dimensionalities.
If the newly created nodes themselves have dimensionality greater than 0,
then the process can continue recursively. However, when a 0-dimensional node
is encountered, the value of the function needs to be evaluated for that terminal.
In order to perform this evaluation, the precise list of data paths leading from
the root node to the terminal must be known. Therefore, the function that
creates new nodes must also have knowledge of the built-up data path and the
dimensionality of the new nodes. Since that information has not been explicitly
given in the definition of a node above, it will need to be provided as parameters
to that function.
One can now gain a rudimentary feel for how the generation process will
begin, execute, and terminate. First, the root node with a dimensionality equal
to that of the number of parameters of the function it will represent will be
created by invoking some sort of create-node function. That function will
also be passed the list of data paths used to reach that node. However, since
this is the root node, that list will be empty. Additionally, the function will
receive the list of parameter names of the function that have not been accounted
for along with an expression representing the function itself. The function will
return this new node, but in order to do so, it will have to create two additional
child nodes. Each of these will define two children &c. until terminals have
been reached. It should be remembered that whenever the function creates
new nodes and recursively invokes itself, it will need to appropriately pass a list
of data paths augmented by the newly created data path.
The construction process has been able to continue without any regard to
the actual function being designed. This is because the only difference between
functions described by hypercubes lies in the values of the terminal nodes (and
the number of input parameters). Once a terminal node is reached, the function
must be evaluated along the list of data paths.
With this framework, the function can now be written in its entirety:
(define (create-node data-path param-list expr axis)
(let ((d (length param-list))
(name (generate-node-name) ) )
(if (> d 0)
(make-func-node name
; childO
(create-node (cons (cons (car param-list)
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#f)
data-path)
(cdr param-list)
expr
(next-axis axis))
; childl
(create-node (cons (cons (car param-list)
#t)
data-path)
(cdr param-list)
expr
(next-axis axis))
(car param-list)
(make-vector axis (gate-length d)))
(make-const-node name
(eval-data-path data-path expr)
(make-vector axis (gate-length d))))))
In this definition of create-node the dimensionality of the node is not
explicitly given. Instead, it is implied by the number of function parameters
that remain to be defined. That is, the dimensionality is equal to the length of
the list param-list.
There remain only two functions left to be defined in order to create the
connection graph: generate-node-name and eval-data-path.
The former function is responsible for merely returning a unique symbol to
represent the node. This is done by returning successive names such as no, "-1,
&c. Because this function intrinsically contains state (the last value returned
from it), we will use a closure to represent it. First a function to create this
function is written, and then a definition for generate-node-name is made by
invoking that creation function.
(define (make-name-generator prefix)
(let ((n -D)
(define (me)
(set! n (+ n 1))
(string->symbol (string-append prefix
(number->string n))))
me))
The last function that remains to be defined in order to complete create-node
is eval-data-path. Unfortunately, it is not nearly as rudimentary as the func
tion generate-node-name. Its definition will depend on the exact representa
tion of the function being constructed and the way in which the data paths are
stored.
From the definition of create-node, it is apparent that we have already
chosen the format of the data path list. It is a standard list of tuples where
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each tuple stores the function's parameter name and the value of that parameter
when that data path is active. For now, the simple logic values of truth, #t, and
falsity, #f , are used. Later when integrating the physical model of the system,
these values can be replaced with more meaningful quantities.
Functions are represented by generic Scheme expressions that evaluate to
a logical value, #t or #f . If a symbol is encountered in the expression, then
that symbol is considered as a parameter to the function. Some example two
variable expressions are
'(or x_l x_2)
' (not (and x_l x_2))
'(or (and (not x_l) x_2) (and x_l (not x_2)))
In order to evaluate functions such as these given the list of data paths,
a simple substitution must be performed replacing symbols with their values
along path. The substituted expression can then be evaluated to produce the
appropriate logic value at the terminal node. Assuming that there exists some
function substitute-symbol that replaces all occurrences of its first argument
in an expression with the second argument and returns the new expression, we
can define eval-data-path:
(define (substitute-symbols 1st e)
(if (null? 1st)
e
(let ((dp (car 1st)))
(substitute-symbols (cdr 1st)
(substitute (car dp)
(cdr dp)
e)))))
(define (eval-data-path data-path expr)
(let ((new-expr (substitute-symbols data-path expr)))
(eval new-expr)))
This function operates by making substitutions into expr one at a time
until there are no more to make. At that point, the function invokes eval to
determine the value of the expression.
Example 1
The following is a sample of this function operating. Assume that the logical
expression f has been defined using,
(define f '(or (and (not x_l) x_2) (and x_l (not x_2))))
and the data path list dpi,
(define dpi (list (cons 'x_l #t) (cons 'x_2 #f)))
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If we evaluate (eval-data-path dpi f ), then the function will first generate
the substituted expression,
(or (and (not #t) #f) (and #t (not #f)))
and evaluate it to #t.
Example 2
As a more complete example, we can now consider the generation of the entire
hypercube for the logical function f(xi,x2) = (11X2) V {x{x2). Since this func
tion takes two parameters, it will result in a 2D hypercube - a square. Assume
that there exists some function generate-param-list that is able to extract a
function's formal parameters simply from a definition of its symbolic value. In
the case of function /, it would return the list Xi and x2. If the following three
expressions are evaluated in order,
(define f '(or (and (not x_l) x_2) (and x_l (not x_2))))
(define params (generate-param-list f))
(define root-node (create-node ' () params f))
the following hypercube connection graph is generated,
Name Type Attributes
n0 functional childO: rii, child1: n4, param-name: Xi
nj functional childO: ri2, child1: "3, param-name: x2
no constant value: #f
"3 constant value: #t
"4 functional childO: TI5, child1: n&, param-name: X2
"5 constant value: #t
"6 constant value: #f
This graph is shown schematically in Fig. 3.8.
There is essential information missing from the generated hypercube nodes:
their locations in space. While this section has been discussing the generation
of a hypercube connection graph, it has in fact merely specified the connection
graph for a fully specified binary decision diagram. The difference between
a BDD and a hypercube rests in their spatial configuration. Of course, it is
entirely possible that the physical model of a node and gate will be independent
of their environment (spatial configuration), but this simplification cannot be
assumed for all models. It is therefore essential that this information be included
in the node object.
To that end, functional nodes are augmented with an additional attribute:
the axis and length of the two gates connecting them to their child nodes (hy
percubes). Fortunately, this addition merely requires the re-write of the three
constructors for nodes and the addition ofmore information in the create-node
function.
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Figure 3.8. Hypercube of the logic function f{x1,x2) = i1Vi2- (The operator
V is the logical exclusive-or operator.) Node n0 is the output node.
Specifically, the final parameter to the functionsmake-node, make-func-node,
and make-const-node is now a tuple specifying that axis either x, y, or z and
a length as some sort of unitless quantity. We will make use of the convention
that the gate axis switches from x to y to z back to x to y &c as the dimen
sionality of the hypercube decreases. A function to give the next axis given the
previous axis can then be,
(define (next-axis a)
(cond ((eq? a 'x) 'y)
((eq? a 'y) 'z)
((eq? a 'z) 'x)
(else 'x)))
Unfortunately, the length parameter is not so easily specified. The 3D hy
percube is chosen to be the fundamental building block of higher dimensional
hypercubes. Its size is regulated to be 2 x 2 x 2 units such that all gate lengths
are equal to 1. To derive the length of higher dimensional hypercube gates,
higher and higher dimensional cases must be sequentially considered.
A 4D hypercube consists of two 3D hypercubes connected by two gates
(data paths) that meet at the node representing the 4D hypercube. To keep
these two 3D hypercubes from intersecting, each of these gate lengths is set to
2 units. Since the gate reaches to the center of the 3D hypercubes, they will be
separated by a total of 2 units. See Fig. 3.9 for an example of this.
A 5D hypercube (describing a function of 5 variables) is represented by
a node that joins two 4D hypercubes through two gates (data paths). Since
the axis of these gates is orthogonal to the primary axis that establishes the
4D hypercubes (due to our choice of an alternating axis definition) it is safe to
keep the length of the gates to 2 units. This can be seen in Fig. 3.10.
We can now begin extrapolating the proper gate lengths. Since we are free
to move along three axes (x, y, and z), we need only extend the length of gates
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Figure 3.9. Hypercube of the logic function f(xi,x2,x3,x4) = xxx2(x3 V x4)
Node 0 is the output node.
when those three axes have been completely consumed. When the time comes
to extend the axis, its length needs simply to be doubled. Therefore, we can
devise a closed-form function for the length of gates given the dimensionality
of the node in question. Given a dimensionality d greater than 0, that function
is.
1(d) = 2^-!)/^ units, (3-2S
(define (gate-length d)
(expt 2 (floor (/ (- d 1) 3))))
To determine to the position of a node, one must merely walk the data
path list from the root node to the node in question while adding the vectors
representing those data paths. The final summed vector points to the location
of the node.
With the alternating axis and the quasi-exponential gate length definitions,
it is now possible to fully define the positions of nodes (or centers of hypercubes)
relative to the main output node's position. As the 3D structure of hypercubes
of any logic function can now be arbitrarily determined, our attention can
now be placed upon the integration of the physical model of nodes with this
structure. That is the goal of the next section.
3.2.2. Dynamic model integrator
Once the logic for the circuit has been designed, one must now integrate the
physical model of nodes with this logic design.
Given the CNN approach that has been loosely followed in this chapter, the
state-space model of each functional node must be specified. This model shall
be given by a set of first-order differential equations - one for each state, plus an
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Figure 3.10. Hypercube of the logic function f{xi,x2, x3, x4,x$) = ((11VX2) V
X3) V (14I5). Gate controls not shown.
output equation that makes use of those states. This representation is chosen
because it will be easily integrated into Matlab's differential equation solvers.
The design environment allows the user to specify this set of equations as
an ordered list of expressions where each member of this list evaluates to the
time derivative of the state variable that it represents. For example, consider
the system:
2-1
X2
x2,
-2C
X2 ^XX + "7.
(3-29)
(3-30)
In the design environment, this system is given as,
(list
; value of x_l
'x_2
; value of x_2
' (+ (/ (* -2 zeta x_2) tau)
(- (/ x_l (expt tau 2)))
(/ (* k u) (expt tau 2))))
The model integrator recognizes special symbols in the state equations.
Specifically, it recognizes the symbols x_l, x_2, . . . , x_n, u, p_x, p_y, and
p_z. The symbols x_l, x_2, . . . , x_n are the states of the node, u is the input
into that node, and p_x, p_y, and p_z are the unitless positions of the node
relative to the main root (output) node.
When the model integrator recognizes these symbols, it replaces them with
values appropriate to the node and the simulation environment. That is, for u
the gate control function is evaluated given the inputs to the node, and for the
positions, the true values are inserted. The integrator also modifies the state
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variables in order to meet the requirements of the differential equation solver.
This will be discussed in more detail in the following subsections.
Three important problems must be overcome for this representation to be
used. First, the designer must have some way to specify the constants , t, and
k (or any others). Second, the system must provide a proper value for u, the
input into the node. Lastly the conversion of these Scheme expressions into a
model that the simulator can understand must be made (for we shall not be
utilizing a Scheme simulator but Matlab's).
Defintion of constants
The first problem is readily solved by including an additional list of node def
initions. Contained within this list is a name of each of the definitions along
with an evaluatable expression of its value. For the above constants, a node
definition list may take the form,
(list
(make-define 'zeta 0.5)
(make-define 'tau le-12)
(make-define 'k' 1))
The constructor make-define simply creates a pair containing the speci
fied name and value. The two accessors define-name and define-value are
provided to access the parts of the definition.
It should be noted that the expression given for a definition will eventually be
compiled into Matlab code - that is, it need not be a mere number. Examples
of calculable definitions are,
(make-define 'el (* 4 (atan 1)))
(define (fact n) (if (< n 1) 1 (* n (fact (- n 1)))))
(make-define 'e2 (fact 15))
When the model integrator is provided with such a list, it will generate
Matlab code to define the constants. In the above case, it generates the code,
el = 3.141592653589793;
e2 = 1307674368000;
Definition of the input
The second major problem of defining a value for u, the control input is tied
to the logic design. If a node is functional, its input is either (or a mix) of the
outputs of its two child nodes. The gate control acting upon the node (or, more
correctly, its immediate data path) is the decision
maker.
The beginning of this section mentioned one such model of the gate action.
Namely that the input of a node could be determined by the function,
f{g,ui,u2) = (i-g)ui + gu2. (3-3*)
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Figure 3.11. Comparison of linear and Hermitian gate control functions. The
linear function (left) is not first-order continuous while the Hermitian (right)
This function produces a linear transition from Ui to u2 under the control of g.
This works well for a well-behaved gate - one that is always guaranteed
to control in the range [0, 1]. If however, we allow the gate to go beyond this
range, we must redefine the equation to be piece-wise continuous. This can be
accomplished by redefining / to be,
f(g,ui,u2) =
ui g < 0
(l-g)ui+gu2 0 < g < 1 u2 g>\
(3-32)
Here, g is allowed to slip a bit outside of its true operational range.
As is usual, when fixing one problem another is often created. While this
linear transition is simple, it is only zeroeth-order continuous at the two end-
points g = 0 and g = 1. Differential equation solvers can usually handle this
sort of discontinuity, but it is prudent to address the problem directly. We shall
define / as a Hermite blending function with the specific value,
f(g, ui,u2) =
(2g3
-
3g2 + l)m +
(-2g3 + 2,g2)u2. (3-33)
This definition provides higher-order continuity. A graphical comparison be
tween this definition and the early linear definition is presented as Fig. 3.11.
This is merely one of many possible blending functions that could have been
chosen. Another alternative is the use of the hyperbolic tangent trigonometric
function.
The Hermitian blending function was chosen to be used here (among other
places throughout this thesis) because of the clarity in its operation (the use
of two "weights") and the ease by which the function can be used to blend
between two separate values. That is, uy and u2 may take on arbitrary values.
The gate control function will normally depend upon the technology used to
implement the hypercube structure. In this technology it is completely likely
that the gate will affect the node state in some way. For instance, the gate
control may in fact be the presence or absence of an electric
field. In that case,
one can hardly assume that it will take on values in the range [0, 1] nor that it
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will not affect the transient response of the node. For these reasons, it would
be best to allow the designer to use a variable, derived from the gate value, in
the state equations of the node.
The system provides the variable g that the designer may integrate into the
state equations of the node. This variable derives its value from the status of
the gate - whether it is opened or closed - 1 or 0. However, this variable does
not necessarily need to take on values in the range [0, 1]. Instead, the value is
obtained by evaluating a designer-supplied function to convert the logic values
[0, 1] to more meaningful values.
This conversion function is provided as an expression that utilizes the sym
bol g. If, for example, an off gate is represented by an electric field and an on
gate is represented by the absence of the field, the designer may provide the
expression ' (* (-1 g) field-strength) to convert the logical g to a phys
ically meaningful one (assuming that field-strength was made constant in
the earlier constant declaration method).
If the designer does not need to integrate the gate control into the state
equations or if the simple logical values of g are sufficient, the designer may
simply provide the identity function for the conversion: 'g.
Conversion from Scheme to Matlab
Expressions in Scheme are given as lists of sub-expressions to be evaluated.
The first element in each list is a function that acts upon the remainder of
the elements in the list. That function could be anything from addition, +,
exponentiation, expt, to more advanced functions (sin, tan, &c). Examples
of Scheme expressions have been shown throughout this section, but a few
trivial examples are given below for comparison with the equivalent Matlab
expressions:
(expt (* el (+ e2 e3 e4)) 4)
(sin (+ (* w t) phi))
Matlab operates differently - it uses infix notation for evaluating expres
sions. This notation is similar to that used when writing mathematical ex
pressions. In this notation, certain functions are regarded as operator that act
on sub-expressions existing to the operator's left and right. The size of those
sub-expressions is dependent on the operator's priority. Examples of Matlab
expressions include,
(el*(e2 + e3 + e4) ) "4
sin(w*t + phi)
A method is needed to convert from the Scheme notation for expressions
(the notation used by the designer for specifying the states functions and output
functions of nodes) to the Matlab notation. Fortunately, this is a straight
forward mechanical conversion that merely relies on some very basic conversion
symbol
(+ exprl expr2 . . . exprn)
(- exprl expr2 . . . exprn)
(- expr)
(* exprl expr2 . . . exprn)
(/ exprl expr2 . . . exprn)
(symbol exprl expr2 . . . exprn)
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rules. Namely, the following mapping is used on each expression (and, recur
sively, each sub-expression) encountered:
+ symbol
+ (exprl + expr2 + . . . + exprn)
? (exprl - expr2 - ... - exprn)
* (-expr)
? exprl*expr2*. . . *exprn
exprl/expr2/ ../exprn
> symbol (exprl , expr2, ..., exprn)
(expt exprl expr2) -> (exprl) ~ (expr2)
These rules are sufficient for all the mathematical expressions used in this paper
along with the majority of expressions used for modeling physical systems.
Using these rules, the two Scheme expressions given above are transformed
into:
(el*(e2 + e3 + e4) )
"
(4)
sin((w*t + phi))
which are identical in value and nearly identical in notation to the Matlab
examples given above. Likewise, the oft-cited state variable expression,
(+ (/ (* -2 zeta x_2) tau)
(- (/ x_l (expt tau 2)))
(/ (* k u) (expt tau 2)))
is translated to
(-2*zeta*x_2/tau + (-x_l/(tau) " (2) ) + k*u/(tau) * (2))
The recursive implementation of this mapping is given in the expr->matlab
function. This function accepts, as its last argument, a flag indicating whether
the fundamental operations multiplication and division should be implemented
for vectors or scalars. This flag will be used later when it becomes necessary
calculate the value of the expression for a large list of input values.
The implementation of expr->matlab converts the expression given as its
first parameter to a string representing the equivalent Matlab expression. It
is a direct implementation of the table of translation rules. The function relies
upon a local function build to construct lists of expressions. It is this build
function that performs the major conversion from prefix notation (Scheme) to
infix (Matlab). Expr->matlab is given in its entirety below:
(define (expr->matlab e is-vec)
(define (build 1st infixed insert)
(cond ((null? 1st)
infixed)
((null? (cdr 1st))
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(build (cdr 1st)
(string-append infixed
(expr->matlab (car 1st) is-vec))
insert))
(else
(build (cdr 1st)
(string-append infixed
(expr->matlab (car 1st) is-vec)
insert)
insert))))
(cond ((list? e)
(cond ((eq? (car e) '+)
(string-append "(" (build (cdr e) "" " + ") ")"))
((eq? (car e) '-)
(if (> (length e) 2)
(string-append "("
(build (cdr e) "" " - ")
")")
(string-append "(-"
(expr->matlab (cadr e) is-vec)
")")))
((eq? (car e) '*)
(build (cdr e) "" (if is-vec ".*" "*")))
((eq? (car e) '/)
(build (cdr e) "" (if is-vec "./" "/")))
((eq? (car e) 'expt)
(string-append "("
(expr->matlab (cadr e) is-vec)
n ) 11
11 - f n
(expr->matlab (caddr e) is-vec)
")"))
((eq? (car e) 'define)
(string-append (expr->matlab (cadr e) is-vec)
II 11
(expr->matlab (caddr e))
(else
(string-append (expr->matlab (car e) is-vec)
"(" (build (cdr e) , ") ")"))))
(else (obj->string e))))
At this point all of the software necessary to translate the designer's inten
tions to Matlab expressions has been written. The final task of generating the
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files required to actually perform the simulation is left to be exposed.
3.2.3. Matlab simulation
Matlab's differential equation solver ode45, the non-stiff differential equation
solver, is utilized as the simulator. This numerical solver provides solutions for
a set of first-order differential equations given a set of initial conditions.
Each state of a node is given as a single differential equation. A node with
N states requires the solution ofN differential equations. For a hypercube com
prised ofM nodes, a simulation requires the solution ofNM coupled differential
equations.
To model a function with p parameters, a hypercube with
A' = 2p+1 - 1 (3.34)
nodes is required (2P of which are terminal nodes). Given that each node has
N states, the simulation of this p parameter function requires the solution of
AT(2p+1
- 1) (3-35)
locally-coupled differential equations. For small numbers of input, this exponen
tial growth is tolerable. If however, the number of parameters (the dimension
ality of the hypercube) grows to be too large, the circuit cannot be practically
simulated using this methodology.
Furthermore, the task of clearly displaying the hypercube structures of these
larger functions seems to also increase exponentially. For those reason, this
paper shall only consider the solution of reasonably sized logic functions
- those
with six and less parameters.
Matlab's ode45 function requires that all of the differential equations be
implemented in a single function. This single function evaluates the time-
derivative of each of the states of each of the nodes and returns those derivatives
as a column vector. We shall call this function the physical model of the sys
tem. In order for it to calculate the derivatives, the function is given (i) the
current state of the system as a column vector, (ii) the specific time at which
the derivatives are to be calculated, and (iii) any additional parameters passed
to ode45.
We shall make use of this last parameter to provide the model with the state
of the gate functions (the values of the simulated function's parameters). Each
gate state will itself be represented as a function of time that can be evaluated
whenever the model requires it.
With this general understanding of how the simulator will function, an ex
position of its implementation may begin. It is split into two parts: the creation
of the model function and the creation of the simulation driver. Let us consider
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the generation of the model function first.2
Generation of the model function
The model function takes the two parameters t representing the current time
and x representing the entire state of the hypercube. Additionally it takes
a single parameter for each of the input functions into the hypercube. If the
hypercube is 2D, there will be two of these functions. Likewise, a 10D hypercube
will require ten additional parameters (twelve total). The function results in
the column vector dx representing the time derivatives of all the states of the
hypercube.
Each piece of the model function will be written using a local function
specifically written for that part of the function. Given the definition for the
model function, the first of these writer functions is,
(define (write-mdl-header)
(fprintf mdl-port "function dx = ~A_mdl(t, x" basename)
(for-each (lambda (i)
(fprintf mdl-port ", f~A" i))
func-params)
(fprintf mdl-port ")_,/."7."))
The surrounding environment of this function includes the definitions of
mdl-port, basename, and func-params. The mdl-port is merely a Scheme
port used for outputting the model function. The basename is a name given
to the function - it can consist of any of the characters legal in a Matlab
function name. Func-params is a list of the names of all the parameters dis
covered when examining the function to be modeled. It is the result of a call
to generate-param-list.
The function write-mdl-header generates headers of the form:
function dx = func_mdl(t, x, fparam_l, fparam_2, fparam_3)
assuming that it was given a function with the signature
func(paraml, param2,param3). (3-36)
The next writer function is nearly as simple - it writes the list of node
constants that do not rely upon any of the parameters of a node. Its definition
is,
(define (write-constants port)
(fprintf port "'/, node parameters"'/,")
(for-each (lambda (i)
(fprintf port ""A = "A;"/."
(const-name i)
2It is always best to begin with the most difficult subject
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(eval (const-value i))))
node-defines)
(fprintf port ""'/."))
Instead of always writing to the mdl-port this function accepts a port to
write to as an argument. This parameter will be needed later when these same
constants will be specified in the simulation driver file (a different port from
mdl-port).
The functionwrite-constants requires the definition ofnode-consts. This
is simply the list of constants that the designer has chosen. For a list of con
stants such as,
(list
(make-const 'tau le-12)
(make-const 'zeta 0.7071)
(make-const 'k 1))
this function outputs the following code,
7, node parameters
tau = le-012;
zeta = 0.7071;
k = 1;
Write-constants is called immediately after write-mdl-header because the
definitions that is makes will most likely be used is all the remaining parts of
the model function.
The next writer is responsible for calculating all of the outputs of the nodes.
Since the designer is able to specify arbitrary output functions for nodes, this
task is not nearly as straight-forward as the two previous. In particular, this
function must introduce the concepts necessary to (i) pack all the states of all
of the nodes into one state vector, (ii) make appropriate substitutions into the
output equation for each node. These will be dealt with in part.
All of the states of all nodes must be packed into one column vector. This
is accomplished by sequentially appending each of a node's states to the vector.
Once a node has stored all of its states, the next node stores all of its states.
The order of nodes is given by the index assigned to them in the create-node
function. Using the notation that rij{xj} is the jth state of the ith node and
that there are N nodes and S states per node, the state vector is packed thusly,
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(3-37)
n0{ii}
n0{x2}
no{xs}
ni{xi}
rii{x2]
ni{xs}
nN-i{xi}
nN_i{x2}
nN_i{xs}
This demonstrates the somewhat confusing fact that nodes are indexed begin
ning with 0 while states (following normal convention) are indexed beginning
with 1. Furthermore, matrices in Matlab are also indexed beginning with 1.
In order to determine the Matlab index of a particular state j for a particular
node i, the following function is used,
stateJmdex[i , j) = Si + j. (3-38)
In the code, the number of states S is defined as num-states.
When the designer gives the state-variable form of the model of the node,
he does so assuming that the model is defined irrelevant to other nodes. That
is, states are not defined in terms of a particular node; instead, they can be
defined under the assumption that the node is the only one in existence. This
convenience provided to the designer creates a mild amount of complexity when
translating those functions to act on a particular node.
Specifically, when symbols such as x_l, u, and p_x are given by the designer,
they must be translated by the software into a form that Matlab can use. We
now know the translation of the state variables: a symbol x_ j is translated to
x(num_states*i + j). We will even make Matlab's job easier by computing
the expression num_states*i + j for it. The input variable u must likewise
be translated since it is different for each node. Inputs will take the form un_i
where i is the index of the node. The positions will be translated into their
actual numerical values.
The function that makes these substitutions is translate-expr. It gen
erates an expression equivalent to the one passed in but with substitutions
for the node specific symbols made for the generic symbols. It first builds a
table of substitutions for a given node the progresses by passing that table
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and the expression to the function substitute-symbols. This is the same
substitute-symbols function used in the previous section for evaluating the
value of the constant nodes. Translate-expr is given simply as,
(define (translate-expr expr n num-states is-vec)
(let ((subs (build-substitution-table n num-states is-vec)))
(substitute-symbols subs expr)))
It too (as expr->matlab) accepts a flag specifying whether the values should
be regarded as vectors or scalars. That flag is required by the function that
builds the substitution table for the node.
The function build-substitution-table simply creates the list of substi
tutions to be made for a given node. It creates one substitution for each state
(thus requiring it to know the number of states) along with substitutions for
g, u, u_0, u_l, p_x, p_y, and p_z. The value of the function parameter that
controls the node is substituted for the symbol g; the outputs of the two chil
dren are substituted for the symbols u_0 and u_l; and the position of the node
along one of the axes is substituted for p_x, p_y, and p_z.
The function is able to generate vector or scalar forms of node states.
At this point, however, only the scalar form of the function is used. Later,
when the simulation driver is developed, the vector form of states will be used.
Build-substitution-table is defined as:
(define (build-substitution-table n num-states is-vec)
(define (state-iter si tbl)
(if (> si num-states)
tbl
(let ((sym (make-symbol "x" si)))
(append (state-iter (+ si 1) tbl)
(list (cons sym
(node-state->matlab-state
n
sym
num-states
is-vec)))))))
(append (list (cons 'u
(string->symbol
(string-append
"u"
(symbol->string (n 'name))))))
(if (functional-node? n)
(list
(cons 'u_0
(make-symbol
"yn"
(symbol-idx ( (n 'childO) 'name))))
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(cons 'u_l
(make-symbol
"yn"
(symbol-idx ( (n 'childl) 'name))))
(cons 'g
(n 'param-name)))
'())
(list (cons 'p_x
(point-x (n 'point)))
(cons 'p_y
(point-y (n 'point)))
(cons 'p_z
(point-z (n 'point))))
(state-iter 1 '())))
The function node-state->matlab-state is responsible for the packing (or
unpacking) of the states to and from the single column state vector passed to
the model function. It computes the value of Si + j to determine the proper
index and also generates the vector form of the state variable if it is requested.
(define (node-state->matlab-state n state num-states is-vec)
(let ((idx-base (* (symbol-idx (n 'name)) num-states))
(state-idx (symbol-idx state)))
(string->symbol
(string-append "x("
(if is-vec ": "")
(number->string (+ idx-base state-idx))
")"))))
Node-state->matlab-state utilizes symbol-idx - a function that simply ex
tracts the value of the index i from symbols of the form s_i.
With the knowledge of the state packingmethod and the translation method,
it is possible to give actual values for the outputs of nodes given the output
function expressed in state-space. The function write-node-outputs does just
this.
This function has two modes operation: one for constant nodes and another
for functional nodes. In the case of constant nodes, it simply outputs the value
of that node. In the case of functional nodes, it translates the output equation
node-output and writes that as the value of its output:
(define (write-node-outputs)
(fprintf mdl-port "'/, node outputs~7.")
(for-each (lambda (i)
(if (constant-node? i)
(fprintf mdl-port "y~A = "A; "7."
(i 'name)
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(expr->matlab
(substitute-symbols
(list (cons 'g (logic->val (i 'value))))
logic-transform)
#f))
(fprintf mdl-port "y~A = "A; "7."
(i 'name)
(expr->matlab
(translate-expr node-output
i
num-states
#f)
#f))))
nodes)
(fprintf mdl-port ""/,"))
Node outputs are named yn_0, yn_l, &c. For constant nodes, the values #t
and #f are converted to 1 and 0, respectively by logic->val. That value is then
converted to more meaningful (physical) values by the user-supplied transfor
mation function logic-transform. This is the very function that was alluded
to when discussing the transformation of the gate value g on page 42. For
functional nodes, the translated Scheme expressions are converted to Matlab
code by expr->matlab.
Write-node-outputs is the first function to make use of the environment def
inition nodes. Nodes is a fiat list of all the nodes used in the hypercube. It is
derived from the hierarchy established by create-node. The function used to
generate this list simply flattens the hierarchy:
(define (list-nodes node)
(define (iter n)
(if (functional-node? n)
(append (list n)
(iter (n 'childO))
(iter (n 'childl)))
(list n)))
(iter node))
However, nodes is slightly different from this list - it is sorted based upon
dependency. Less dependent nodes (constants) appear earlier in the list then
dependent (functional) nodes. The sorting is performed using the predicate:
(define (node-dependence< a b)
(if (is-descendent-node? b a) #t #f))
Is-descendent-node? determines whether its second argument is a descendent
of its first. Therefore, in this definition of node-dependence<, a is less than b
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if it is a descendent of it. To check whether a node is a descendent, the binary
tree must simply be walked:
(define (is-descendent-node? n des)
(cond ((constant-node? n) #f)
((eq? (n 'childO) des) #t)
((eq? (n 'childl) des) #t)
(else (or (is-descendent-node? (n 'childO) des)
(is-descendent-node? (n 'childl) des)))))
Therefore, when nodes is iterated through the call to for-each, the least
dependent node outputs are determined prior to the more dependent node out
puts. Because the root node n0 is the most dependent node, its value is deter
mined lastly.
Continuing with the definition of the model function, the node input values
are determined next. Again, the input to functional nodes is based upon the
gate or function parameter associated with the data path leading from the node
to its children. The input to the node is a Hermitian blend between the outputs
of its two children. Once again, the Hermitian blend function is,
f{g, txi.ua) =
(2a3
-
3fl2 + l)Ul + (-2g3 + 3g2)u2. (3.39)
As each functional node has the function parameter associated with it stored
in its definition, this part ofwriting the model function is very straight-forward.
To simplify matters further, only the inputs to functional nodes need be de
termined. The function write-node-inputs performs all of the work. The
function begins by evaluating all of the input functions. Each of these is then
transformed to physical quantities using the logic-transform.
(define (write-node-inputs) (fprintf mdl-port "'/. node inputs"7.")
(for-each (lambda (i)
(fprintf mdl-port ""A = "A; "/."
i
(expr->mat lab
(substitute-symbols
(list (cons 'g
(string-append
"fevaKf "
(obj->string i)
", t)")))
logic-transform)
#f)))
func-params)
(for-each (lambda (i)
(if (functional-node? i)
(if (and (constant-node? (i 'childO))
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(constant -node? (i 'childl))
(equal? ((i 'childO) 'value)
((i 'childl) 'value)))
(fprintf mdl-port
"u-A = "A; -'/."
(i 'name)
(logic->val ((i 'childO) 'value)))
(fprintf mdl-port
"u-A = (2*-A"3 - 3*"A"2 + l)*y"A + (-2*~A~3 + 3*-A"2)*y~A; "/.'
(i 'name)
(i 'param-name)
(i 'param-name)
((i 'childO) 'name)
(i 'param-name)
(i 'param-name)
((i 'childl) 'name)))))
The function contains one small computational optimization. If a node's two
children are both constant and they are both of the same value, then the node's
input is simply the value of one of the children. Under normal circumstances
(when the output is proportional to the input), the functional node in that
case becomes a constant node. However, this is not true in all cases (given the
designer's freedom to define node states and output equations) and thus cannot
be taken advantage of.
The remainder of the model function is the most important part: the defi
nition of the state differential values. It is handled by the write-node-derivs
function. If a node is constant, its time derivative for all states is zero. This
is the trivial case of the function. In the non-trivial case, the state equations
for the node must be translated and converted into Matlab statements. For
tunately, that functionality has already been implemented and can be simply
reused. The definition of the function is therefore very simple.
(define (write-node-derivs)
(fprintf mdl-port "'/, node derivatives~7.")
(fprintf mdl-port "dx = zeros("A,
l);~7o"
(* (length nodes) num-states))
(for-each (lambda (n)
(do ((state 1 (+ state 1)))
((> state num-states) 'done)
(if (functional-node? n)
(fprintf
mdl-port
"dx('A) = "A; -'/."
(+ (* (symbol-idx (n 'name)) num-states)
state)
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(expr->matlab
(translate-expr (list-ref node-states
(- state 1))
n
num-states
#f)
#f)))))
nodes)
(fprintf mdl-port ""7."))
In this definition, only the derivatives of the functional states are explicitly
specified. This is because the derivative vector is initialized to all zeros and the
specification of just another set of zeros would be computationally wasteful.
A clarifying example At this point the model function is fully specified, though
it may be difficult to see this; therefore, an example is considered. Consider the
function
f{xl,x2) = xx\/_x2. (3.40)
Because this function takes two parameters, it will generate a 2D hypercube
- a square with seven nodes, four of which are constant. Assuming the basic
state equations used throughout this section, the model function for this logic
function is,
function dx = xor_mdl(t, x, fx_l, fx_2)
7. node parameters
tau = le-012;
zeta = 0.7071;
k = 1;
7. node outputs
yn_2 = 0;
yn_3 = 1;
yn_l = x(3) ;
yn_5 = 1;
yn_6 = 0;
yn_4 = x(9);
yn_0 = x(l) ;
7. node inputs
x_l = feval(fx_l, t);
x_2 = feval(fx_2, t) ;
un_l = (2*x_2"3 - 3*x_2"2 + l)*yn_2 + (-2*x_2"3 + 3*x_2"2)*yn_3;
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un_4 = (2*x_2"3 3*x_2"2 + l)*yn_5 + (-2*x_2*3 + 3*x_2"2)*yn_6;
un_0 = (2*x_l"3 3*x_l"2 + l)*yn_l + (-2*x_l"3 + 3*x_l"2)*yn_4;
'/, node derivatives
dx = zeros (14, 1) ;
dx(3) = x(4);
dx(4) = (-2*zeta*x(4)/tau + (-x(3)/(tau)" (2)) + k*un_l/(tau) "(2)) ;
dx(9) = x(10);
dx(10) = (-2*zeta*x(10)/tau + (-x(9)/(tau) ~ (2) ) + k*un_4/(tau) ~ (2) ) :
dx(l) = x(2);
dx(2) = (-2*zeta*x(2)/tau + (-x(l)/(tau)" (2)) + k*un_0/(tau)" (2)) ;
Here, the model function generator has recognized that only three of the
nodes are functional but has still included states for all of the nodes. In the
above code we see the three required constant definitions followed by the node
outputs. As expected, constant nodes generate constant outputs. Functional
nodes on the other hand use their first state variable as the output (specified
in the configuration file that will be discussed shortly).
Once the outputs have been determined, the inputs to the nodes are deter
mined. First, the two parameters are evaluated and stored in the variables x_l
and x_2. The inputs for the three functional nodes are then determined using
the Hermitian blending function. Lastly, the time derivatives of all the states
are determined. In this case, only six statements (two for each functional node)
are required.
Unfortunately, this model cannot be used directly by ode45 - it still requires
the definition of the functions fx_l and fx_2. For those definitions, we have to
consider the simulator driver.
Generation of the simulator driver
The simulator must perform three tasks: (i) it must generate time-varying input
functions for each of the parameters to the logic function, (ii) it must simulate
the logic function, (iii) it must plot the function along with its arguments.
Each of the parameter functions will be generated such that the reaction
of the logic function to all of the possible combinations of the logic states of
the inputs can be tested. Each parameter function will thus take on the form
of a square wave clock signal. The frequencies of each of these inputs will be
different by powers of two to generate all possible combinations of input to the
logic function.
The function responsible for generating these various functions is the out
put function write-paramter-funcs. It takes as parameters the index of the
parameter to the logic function that is to be generated in addition to a number
num-values representing the number of different logic values it should oscillate
through. If the logic function has only a single input, then it would be sufficient
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for the single parameter function to take on the value 0 for a time followed by
taking on the value 1 for a time.
If, however, the logic function has two inputs, then there are a total of 22
different input combinations required to test and verify it. The first parameter
(where "first" is determined arbitrarily) can still change values only once. How
ever, the second input function must change values four times - it will oscillate
at twice the frequency of the first input.
The parameter num-values must then double for each successive input
function that it generates.
Each value of the input function is sustained for the total time of the sim
ulation divided by num-values. This value is referred to as hper in the imple
mentation ofwrite-paramter-funcs (some convolution of the word "period").
The input functions are functions of time as required by the implementation
of the model in the previous section. The value of the functions could simply
be calculated based upon whether the leading 0-valued part or the trailing 1-
valued part of a period is being sampled. Given the a time t and the frequency
of the function f , this value is,
(if (odd? (floor (* 2 t f)))
1
0)
However, such a definition for these functions would produce instantaneous
changes in their value. These instantaneous changes create difficulties for nu
merical differential equation solvers.
To remedy this, we will again term to the Hermitian blending function. For
a small period of time, the value of the input functions will take on intermediate
values in the range [0, 1] to smoothly transition from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. The
amount time that this transition consumes is referred to as tau. Tau is defined
as 1/10 of the time of half a period of the input function with the highest
frequency. That is, given a simulation time of ts seconds and the number of
input functions n;, the value of r is,
T(ts,ni)=^-. (3-41)
The value 1/10 is chosen such that the effects of this transition time are clearly
visible in plots of the functions given the time scale of the entire simulation.
Given the time input t, the implementation of the input functions performs
a linear search for the proper value that the function should assume. Once that
has been determined, the function checks whether tau time has elapsed since
the last transition. If it has, then the value is returned. If that amount of
time has not elapsed, then the function uses the Hermitian blending function
to determine its value.
The function write-parameter-funcs generates a Matlab function for
each input parameter. Each of the generated functions implements the linear
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search and blending operations given their single parameter t. The generator
is defined as follows,
(define (write-parameter-funcs)
(define (write-func param-idx num-values)
(let ((param (list-ref func-params param-idx))
(hper (/ (- end-time start-time) num-values))
(tau (/ (- end-time start-time)
(expt 2 (length func-params))
10)))
(fprintf sim-port
"~'/,"/.function v = clocked_~A(t) "7."
param)
(do ((i 0 (+ i 1))
(on #f (not on)))
((>= i num-values) 'done)
(fprintf sim-port "if t < ~A~7." (* (+ i 1) hper))
(fprintf sim-port
dt = (t - "A) / "A; ~'/."
(* i hper)
tau)
(fprintf sim-port " if dt < 1~7.")
(fprintf sim-port
v = (2*dt~3-3*dt~2+l)*"A + (-2*dt"3+3*dt"2)*~A; "/,'
(if on 0 1)
(if on 1 0))
(fprintf sim-port " else~7.")
(fprintf sim-port " v = "A; ~7." (if on 1 0))
(fprintf sim-port " end; "7.")
(fprintf sim-port "else"))
(fprintf sim-port ""/, v = 1;~7.")
(fprintf sim-port "end; "7.")
(if (< param-idx (- (length func-params) 1))
(write-func (+ param-idx 1) (* 2 num-values))
'done)))
(write-func 0 2))
This definition relies upon the environment definitions of start -time and
end-time. These values are simply the time (in seconds) at which the sim
ulation starts and stops.
As an example of functions generated by this function, let us consider a logic
function with two parameters, X\ and x2, evaluated for 400 ps. The generated
input parameter functions takes the form:
function v = clocked_x_l (t)
if t < 2e-010
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dt = (t - 0) / 1.0000000000000001e-011;
if dt < 1
v = (2*dt"3-3*dt"2+l)*l + (-2*dt"3+3*dt"2)*0;
else
v = 0;
end;
elseif t < 4e-010
dt = (t - 2e-010) / 1.0000000000000001e-011;
if dt < 1
v = (2*dt~3-3*dt~2+l)*0 + (-2*dt"3+3*dt-2)*l;
else
v = 1;
end;
else
v = 1;
end;
function v = clocked_x_2(t)
if t < le-010
dt = (t - 0) / 1.0000000000000001e-011;
if dt < 1
v = (2*dt"3-3*dt"2+l)*l + (-2*dt~3+3*dt"2)*0;
else
v = 0;
end;
elseif t < 2e-010
dt = (t - le-010) / 1.0000000000000001e-011;
if dt < 1
v = (2*dt"3-3*dt"2+l)*0 + (-2*dt"3+3*dt"2)*l ;
else
v = 1;
end;
elseif t < 3e-010
dt = (t - 2e-010) / 1.0000000000000001e-011;
if dt < 1
v = (2*dt-3-3*dt~2+l)*l + (-2*dt-3+3*dt'2)*0;
else
v = 0;
end;
elseif t < 4e-010
dt = (t - 3e-010) / 1.0000000000000001e-011;
if dt < 1
v = (2*dt~3-3*dt"2+l)*0 + (-2*dt"3+3*dt-2)*l ;
else
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Figure 3.12. An example of two automatically generated input functions.
v = 1;
end;
else
v = 1;
end;
The two functions were generated such that the function for the parameter
xi oscillates at half the frequency of the one generated for x2. The linear
search is implemented through a series of if and elseif statements. The value
1.0000000000000001e-011 is the numerical value of tau. A graph of these two
example functions is presented as Fig. 3.12.
The remaining two goals of the simulation driver (invoke the differential
equation solver and plot the result) can be readily implemented given these
definitions for the input functions.
The work of the simulator (the solution of the coupled differential equations)
is contained in a call to Matlab's differential equation solver ode45. The result
of a call to this function is a matrix of the time evolution of all the states of the
system. The output of the logic function is determined by applying the state-
space output function to the resultant time matrix. The use of the various
is-vec? flags used throughout the Matlab code generator functions is now
obvious: they were needed such that the value of the output can be determined
for all time (as a vector) in one Matlab statement.
However, before that can be done, the simulation must be run. The output
function write-sim-header declares the simulator driver as aMatlab function
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that returns the output of the function output over a time t:
(define (write-sim-header)
(fprintf sim-port "function [t, output] = ~A_sim() ~7.~7." basename)
(write-constants sim-port)
(fprintf sim-port "7. simulate the circuit'7.")
(fprintf sim-port "[t,x] = ode45(@~A_mdl, ["A, "A], zerosCA, 1) ,
[]"
basename
start-time
end-time
(* (length nodes) num-states))
(for-each (lambda (p)
(fprintf sim-port ", Oclocked.'A" p))
func-params)
(fprintf sim-port ");~7.~7."))
The simulator begins by invoking the ode45 function to simulate the system.
That function requires the additional parameters of function handles to each of
the defined input functions. The simulation is set to run from start-time to
end-time.
Now that the time progression of all the states has been determined, the
output of the function must be extracted. This procedure is coupled to the
code used to plot the function:
(define (write-plot-output)
(fprintf sim-port "7. plot the output~7.")
(fprintf sim-port "output = -A;~7o"
(expr->matlab
(translate-expr node-output
root -node
num-states #t)
#t))
(fprintf sim-port "figure; "7.")
(fprintf sim-port "plot(t, output) ; "/.")
(fprintf sim-port "grid on; "/,")
(fprintf sim-port "title( 'Function Output '); "/,")
(fprintf sim-port "xlabeK 'Time (s)');"7.")
(fprintf sim-port "ylabeK 'Value' ) ; ~7.")
(fprintf sim-port ""7."))
This function uses the now familiar functions expr->matlab and translate-expr
in order to extract the output. The reader will notice that both of these func
tions receive #t as the value of is-vec?. This function also includes the nec
essary code to plot the output. It is displayed in its own figure with generic
labels.
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The final aspect of generating the simulation driver is complete once the
input parameter functions have also been plotted. The code to do this is gen
erated by the function write-plot-params:
(define (write-plot-params)
(define (plot-params param-idx)
(fprintf sim-port "for i 1 : length(t) "/,")
(fprintf sim-port " p(i) = clocked_~A(t(i)) ; ~7."
(list-ref func-params param-idx))
(fprintf sim-port "end; "7.")
(fprintf sim-port "subplotCA, 1, ~A);~7."
(length func-params) (+ param-idx 1))
(fprintf sim-port "plot(t, p);~7.")
(fprintf sim-port "ylabeK ' "A' ) ; ~7."
(list-ref func-params param-idx))
(if (= param-idx 0)
(fprintf sim-port
"title ('Function Parameter Values');-/."))
(if (= param-idx (- (length func-params) 1))
(fprintf sim-port
"xlabeK'Time (s)');"7.")
(fprintf sim-port
"set(gca, 'XTickLabelMode' , 'manual' , 'XTickLabel' , [] ) ;"7."))
(fprintf sim-port "grid on; "/."/.")
(if (< param-idx (- (length func-params) 1))
(plot-params (+ param-idx 1))
'done) )
Each input is plotted as a subplot on one figure. The functions are evalu
ated using the time values that the simulator used itself when calculating the
output of the function. A small amount of code is used to make the figure look
presentable. Fig. 3.12 was generated using this code.
3.3. Sample hypercube design and simulation
As a demonstration of the work presented in this chapter, the design and dy
namic analysis of an example logic function are considered. The example in
cludes a multiple-input exclusive-or function.
The standard exclusive-or operator applied to two values is false if both
values are the same and is true otherwise. Let us extend the definition to
multiple inputs by declaring that the function is true only when one input is
true and the remaining inputs are false. If all of the inputs are considered
a binary representation of a number, then this extended exclusive-or function
detects powers of 2.
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The design is initiated by devising a Scheme function that implements the
required logic. The most absurd yet direct method for implementation would
check each input against the value of all other inputs. For two inputs b_l and
b_2, the function would have the value,
(or (and b_l (not b_2))
(and (not b_l) b_2))
This is the very definition of exclusive-or. A three parameter function would
take the value,
(or (and b_l (not b_2) (not b_3))
(and (not b_l) b_2 (not b_3))
(and (not b_l) (not b_2) b_3))
Such definitions would become quite cumbersome for more and more inputs.
We will therefore rely upon a much more functional (in the utilitarian sense)
and comprehensible (though, perhaps, esoteric) definition for the function. The
function is first generalized to accept any number of inputs by defining it to act
on a list of arguments:
(define (ext-xor 1st)
(= 1 (apply + (map (lambda (x) (if x 1 0)) 1st))))
This function uses some of the more interesting control structures of Scheme to
implement the function.
In English, ext-xor first converts (maps) all of the arguments (as stored in
the list 1st) to numerical values: 1 for #t and 0 for #f. It then sums all of
those arguments and checks that this sum is equal to 1. If the sum is equal to
1, then only a single input must be set (negative integers are not possible given
the function passed to map). This definition therefore uses integer arithmetic
to determine the value of a logic function.
In terms of computational resources required by this method are quite dif
ferent from those of the direct (absurd) method. The direct method essentially
performs a search for a pattern in the inputs. If no match is made in this
pattern search (the function results in #f ), then all patterns would have been
tested. For a function with p parameters, p of these tests would be performed.
Each test consists of p 1 not operations and a single and operation. If these
are taken to be atomic, then the total computational cost of performing a failed
search (the most probable outcome for random input) is,
p{p- 1) +p =
p2 (3-42)
That is, the function's complexity is exponential, 0(n2).
The functional definition is not so easily analyzed. Irregardless of the values
of the inputs, it follows the same computational steps. First it must map the
input list into a new list. This is simply a 0(n) operation. The elements of that
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list must then be summed - another 0(n) operation. The final comparison to
the value 1 takes constant computational time.
The complexity of the functional definition is therefore 0(n). It is therefore
more efficient than the linear search for large values of n. At which value of n
it actually becomes more efficient is unknown, however.
Time was spent in this reasoning since the chosen logic function will need
to be evaluated 2P times for a p-parameter function in order to determine the
terminal node values. As p grows, it becomes more and more important to
define efficient logic functions.
It should be noted that however inefficient these functions are - none of
that inefficiency (or efficiency) will be translated to the final design. The com
putational time required by the final hypercube is mainly dependent upon the
number of function inputs - the length of the paths from terminal nodes to the
root node.
The three-variable value of the extended exclusive-or can be readily com
puted by invoking ext-xor:
(ext-xor (list b_l b_2) )
It is now possible to easily define even larger versions:
(ext-xor (list b_l b_2 b_3 b_4 b_5 b_6))
Let us use this definition of ext-xor to analyze a 6D hypercube (one that
implements a 6-parameter function). We begin by defining the expression to be
evaluated:
(define ext-xor6 '(ext-xor (list b_l b_2 b_3 b_4 b_5 b_6)))
Next, the functional parameters must be determined by invoking the utility
function generate-param-list. This generates the expected parameters,
(b_l b_2 b_3 b_4 b_5 b_6)
The root node of the hierarchy can now be created. Its creation will spawn the
creation of its children, their children, their children's children, &c.
(define ext-xor6-root (create-node ' () ext-xor6-params ext-xor6 'x))
The create-node procedure is initialized with a null data path and is given
access to the function definition and its parameters. In addition, we specify
that its primary axis (that is, the axis of the first node) is to be the a--axis. At
the completion of this definition, ext-xor6-root contains a full definition of
the 6D hypercube. That hypercube is show in Fig. 3.13.
We can visually verify this hypercube by noting that there are only 6 ter
minal (constant) nodes that are true. This is intuitively correct because the
function can only be true in six cases: when one input is uniquely true. We can
further verify that the paths from these six true nodes to the root node n0 are
in fact true representations of the function.
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Figure 3.13. Hypercube of the six-input extended exclusive-or function.
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For instance, consider true terminal node attached to node n20 (upper right
corner_of Fig^-1^ To get from that node to n0, one must traverse the data
path 66 > 65 > 64 > 63 > b2 * bi. That node therefore represents the
condition that the third bit of the input is true.
Now that the design has been verified, we can move on to performing a
dynamic simulation. We will again use the state equations and output equation
used throughout this chapter; namely,
(define states (list
'x_2
'(+ (/ (* -2 zeta x_2) tau)
(- (/ x_l (expt tau 2)))
(/ (* k u) (expt tau 2)))))
These state equations depend upon the definition of three constants:
(define defs (list
(make-const 'tau le-12)
(make-const 'zeta 0.7071)
(make-const 'k 1)))
The simulation model and driver file can be created by invoking the wrapper
function generate-simulator. This function merely takes care of setting up
and calling all of the functions defined in the previous section to generate the
simulation model and driver. The function is called thusly,
(generate-simulator "ext_xor6" ext-xor6 defs states 'x_l 'g 0 le-9)
This invocation uses the string
"ext_xor6" as the base name of the files and
functions to generate, it uses the function and states as defined above, uses the
expression x_l as the output equation (that is, y(x) = xx), uses the expres
sion g as the logic transformation function (logic-tranform), and defines the
simulation to run from time 0 to 1 ns.
Because the function is represented with a 6D hypercube, there exist 27 1 =
127 nodes to represent it. As each node has two states, the simulator must
solve 254 coupled differential equations (some of which are constant however).
Extracts of the files generated are given in Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17.
When Matlab executes the simulation driver, the output waveform and
the input waveforms are determined. The output is presented as Fig. 3.14 and
the input parameters are presented as Fig. 3.15.
From Fig. 3.14 it is obvious that the function works as expected - there are
only six periods of time in which the function is logically true. At all other
times it is false. However, we also can see how the state-space model chosen
to represent each node was just barely sufficient to keep pace with the rapidly
changing inputs.
Consider the first peak for example. The output overshoots the logic value
1 by nearly 10%. This in itself is completely predictable from the chosen values
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Figure 3.14. Plot of the output of the six-parameter extended exclusive-or
function.
of and r. However, the settling time is just sufficient to hold the function at
the logic value before the input changes again. When it does at t 0.035 ns,
it temporarily undershoots its proper value of 1 by decreasing to 0.66.
This large undershoot represents the worst-case scenario for the circuit -
the case when two complementary inputs change values at identically the same
time and at identically the same rate. This worse-case scenario is a fine demon
stration of why dynamic analysis of logic functions are important.
When designing this circuit to work with others, the designer will have to
compensate for the undershoot by declaring it as the worst-case settling time
of this circuit, and, as such, the worst-case settling time for all circuits driven
by it. Alternatively, the designer could declare the value 0.66 as the minimal
value that a logically true value should achieve. If this is done, however, then
the noise margins of the circuit have been decreased to just tens of percent of
the total range of output.
3.4. Conclusion
The example design and simulation concludes the chapter. In this chapter, a
system for designing and simulating arbitrary digital circuits using the hyper
cube representation was designed and implemented. The nodes of the hypercube
were defined by multiple state equations similarly to how the cells of CNNs are
defined.
The next chapter focuses on the derivation of state-space models for two
potential technologies for implementing nano-scale digital circuits. The first is
the use of Single Electron Transistors (SETs) in a quantum dot configuration
and the second is the use of a particular carbon-based molecules.
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Figure 3.15. Plots of input functions to the 6D hypercube simulation.
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function dx
fb_6)
ext_xor_mdl(t, x, fb_l, fb_2, fb_3, fb_4, fb_5,
7. node parameters
tau = le-012;
zeta = 0.7071;
k = 1;
7. node outputs
yn_6 = 0;
yn_7 = 1;
yn_5 = x(ll);
yn_9 = 1;
yn_0 = x(l);
7. node inputs
b_l = feval(fb_l, t)
b_2 = feval(fb_2, t)
b_3 = feval(fb_3, t)
b_4 = feval(fb_4, t)
b_5 = feval(fb_5, t)
b_6 = feval(fb_6, t)
un_5 = (2*b_6"3 - 3*b_6"2 + l)*yn_6 + (-2*b_6~3 + 3*b_6"2)*yn_7;
un_8 = (2*b_6~3 - 3*b_6"2 + l)*yn_9 + (-2*b_6"3 + 3*b_6*2)*yn_10;
un_4 = (2*b_5"3 - 3*b_5"2 + l)*yn_5 + (-2*b_5~3 + 3*b_5"2)*yn_8;
un_12 = (2*b_6"3 - 3*b_6~2 + l)*yn_13 + (-2*b_6"3 +
3*b_6"2)*yn_14;
un_15 = 0;
un_0 = (2*b_l"3 - 3*b_l"2 + l)*yn_l + (-2*b_l~3 + 3*b_l"2)*yn_64;
7. node derivatives
dx = zeros (254, 1) ;
dx(ll) = x(12);
dx(12) = (-2*zeta*x(12)/tau + (-x(ll)/(tau)
"
(2) ) +
k*un_5/(tau)~(2)) ;
dx(17) = x(18);
dx(18) = (-2*zeta*x(18)/tau +
(-x(17)/(tau)~
(2)) +
k*un_8/(tau)"(2));
dx(9) = x(10);
dx(l) = x(2);
dx(2) = (-2*zeta*x(2)/tau + (-x(l)/(tau)
"
(2)) +
k*un_0/(tau)"(2)) ;
Figure 3.16. Model script for 6D hypercube example.
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function [t, output] = ext_xor_sim()
7. node parameters
tau = le-012;
zeta = 0.7071;
k = 1;
7. simulate the circuit
[t,x] = ode45(<ext_xor_mdl, [0, le-009] , zeros(254, 1), [] ,
@clocked_b_l, @clocked_b_2, @clocked_b_3, @clocked_b_4,
@clocked_b_5, @clocked_b_6) ;
7. plot the output
output = x( : , 1) ;
figure; plot(t, output); grid on;
title ('Function Output');
xlabeK'Time (s)');
ylabeK 'Value');
7. plot the function parameters
figure;
p = t;
for i = 1 : length(t)
p(i) = clocked_b_l(t(i));
end;
subplot (6, 1, 1) ; plot(t, p) ;
ylabeK 'b_l') ;
title ('Function Parameter Values');
set(gca,
'XTickLabelMode'
,
'manual'
,
'XTickLabel'
, [] ) ;
grid on;
function v = clocked_b_l(t)
if t < 5e-010
dt = (t - 0) / 1.5625e-012;
if dt < 1
v = (2*dt"3-3*dt-2+l)*l + (-2*dt"3+3*dt-2)*0;
else
v = 0;
end;
elseif t < le-009
dt = (t 5e-010) / 1.5625e-012;
if dt < 1
v = (2*dt"3-3*dt-2+l)*0 +
(-2*dt"3+3*dt-2)*l ;
else
v = 1;
end;
else
v = 1;
end;
Figure 3 17. Simulation script for 6D
hypercube example. Minor reformatting
was used to condense even this small excerpt to fit this
page. The actual file is
996 lines in length.
4- Technology-specific integration
The simulator designed in the previous chapter is only as good as the models
given to it. Throughout that chapter, a generic second-order model for nodes
was used to simply demonstrate the proper function of the simulator and logic
designer - no strong attempt was made to ally that simple model with a specific
technology. This chapter, on the other hand, attempts to address the modeling
issue. This is done by considering the steps that need to be taken to transform
physical models of devices to the models required by the simulator. To this
end, two technologies are considered: (i) wrap-gate quantum-dot single-electron
transistors, and (ii) carbon-based fullerenes.
4.1. Integration of single-electron transistors
The desire to use single-electron transistors (SETs) as digital logic elements was
one of the main driving forces behind adopting the binary-decision diagram
methodology for circuit designs [3]. Since the hypercube methodology used
throughout this paper is merely an extensions of the BDD to 3D space, the use
of single-electron transistors seems to be a logical choice as an example.
Let us first briefly consider why the BDD methodology was adopted for
designing logic circuits at the nano-scale. The quantum phenomenon of most
importance (or most anticipated importance) is the tunneling of an electron
through barriers potential energy barriers. While classical mechanics clearly
defines the probability of such an occurrence to be zero, quantum mechanics
simply states that it is unlikely.
The tunnel junction (as it is termed throughout the remainder of this paper)
has one serious flaw when considering its use in conventional circuits: it is
naturally bilateral - electrons can tunnel through it in all possible directions.
Thus, any device built from tunnel junctions will naturally operate bilaterally.
A bilateral device is thoroughly inconvenient because there is no distinction
between inputs and outputs. The cascading of circuits (linking sub-circuits
through inputs and outputs) only worsens this scenario [3] .
Asahi, et. al. suggested in 1996 the use of a direct implementation of
the binary decision diagram to implement single-electron electronics. They
introduced the concept of the single-electron pump in order to drive the circuit
in a unilateral fashion. A year later, their ideas were solidified in [3].
The fundamental device in their design is the single-electron transistor
shown schematically in Fig. 4.1. The device directly replaces the nodes of
the BDD. There are many variations of the single-electron transistor, but some
of their most common attributes are:
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quantum dot
1 branch 0 branch
Figure 4.1. One ofmany possible ways to conceive of a single-electron transistor.
The BDD node (left) is replaced by the functioning device (right). The tunnel
junctions are controlled as gates by the complementary control of xt.
a quantum dot representing a single charge (electron) held as if it were in
a capacitor,
dual gates,
capacitances on those gates,
multiple paths (junctions) for electron tunneling.
The functionality of the device is conceptually very simple. When an appro
priate gate potential is applied to one of the tunneling junctions, the potential
barrier at the junction can be raised or lowered (made a larger or smaller bar
rier). If the potential is raised, the probability that an electron is able to tunnel
through the junction is decreased. If, however, the potential is decreased, the
electron will more probably tunnel.
Thus, the device may act as a multiple-path switch. This property is imme
diately compatible with the design of the hypercubes presented in the previous
chapter. Let us therefore look more closely at the device to see how well it
operates and how it can be modeled.
The goal of the following subsections is to explain, first, what methods are
used to simulate these devices, and, second, attempt to adapt those models to
the hypercube design.
4.1.1. Physical modeling
The simplest single-electron transistor that is considered is comprised of the
capacitive quantum-dot that is connected (through nano-wires) to two junctions
or potential barriers that are controlled by complementary gates. Each of these
gates, in turn, has a capacitance associated with it.
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The tunneling of an electron through a potential barrier can only be ac
curately modeled through the application and solution of Schrodinger's wave
equation as it is the main tool of quantum mechanics. Such solutions require
a precise definition of the device that is acting as the single-electron transis
tor (such as a wrap-gate Schottky or MOS structure). Such practical devices
(in terms of manufacturability), however, currently are not modeled using the
explicit solution of the electron wave function. Instead, other energy-based
probabilistic models are used. Two of these shall be considered.
Monte Carlo simulation
The predominant means ofmodeling the behavior of a single-electron transistor
is through a Monte Carlo approximation method. The methodology used in this
paper and described below is from Kuwamura, et. al. [12].
The formalism begins by defining the transistor as a lumped circuit model.
Voltage sources are used to represent power and signal inputs, while a parallel
combination of a capacitor and a resistor is used to define each of the tunnel
junctions. The state of the device is first defined as a set of numbers that
represent the number of excess electrons on the various nodes of the circuit
of which it is a part. There are only three nodes of importance: the node
representing the quantum-dot, and two more that give the potential on the
opposite sides of the tunnel junctions connected to the quantum-dot. Thus,
there are naturally three states in the dual-gate generic SET.
The dynamics of state transitions of the SET are studied by first setting the
states of the device to some initial conditions at time t = 0. The simulation
algorithm is then applied:
1. The total electrostatic energy E0 is first calculated as the sum of the
electrostatic energy on all the capacitors (including the junctions). The
charge on a capacitor is calculated as,
Q = CV, (4-i)
where C is the capacitance and V is the voltage applied across the ca
pacitor. If Q is regarded as excess charge (equal to the number of excess
electrons times the elementary charge), the electrostatic energy of the
capacitor is readily calculated as,
*-jf*-g- <*>
A set of hypothetical next states is then compiled. These are states that
can be reached from the current state given that a single electron at a
node tunnels through one of the potential barriers. If there are N possible
barriers, there are 2N possible next states. The number 2 comes from the
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fact that electrons can tunnel in both directions through barriers.
For each of these next states, new electrostatic energies of the system are
calculated. Let these be labeled En where i is an index into the set of
possible next states.
Further, the energies Ei2 that must be produced (or consumed) by the
voltage sources in order to induce the transition are calculated.
There are now two energies, En and Ei2 that are associated with each of
the possible transitions of the circuit from its current state to the next.
2. Compute the energy difference AEt = E0 - Ea + Ei2 for each transition.
From this energy, calculate the mean tunneling rate - the pace at which
the electrons would tunnel to this new state. The mean tunneling rate is,
r= B
1
e2RT[l-exp(-AEl/(kBT))}'U'3J
where e is the elementary (positive) charge, RT is the modeled tunnel
ing resistance, ks is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature in
Kelvin. If the circuit is simulated at 0 K, the expression for the tunneling
rate is reduced to,
A.
r. =^, (4-4)
for AEt > 0 and,
r, = o, (4.5)
for AEt < 0.
With these definitions of the tunneling rate, the waiting time for each
tunneling event is calculated as,
Tj = In-. (4.6)
T; r
where r is a random number in the range (0, 1],
This calculation of the wait time finally introduces the random element
that the name of this method foreshadowed. Typically, one could esti
mate that the wait time is simply the inverse of the tunneling rate scaled
by 1/2 to account for paths of differing lengths. Equation (4.6), however,
acknowledges that all of these calculations, while perfectly understand
able, are great simplifications to the true operation of the device (which,
again, can only be really modeled utilizing a complete suite of quantum
mechanical tools). Instead of allowing these simplifications to hamper the
progress and accuracy of the simulation, the method constantly guesses
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at different ways to solve the problem. It does this by randomly picking
varying paths of progression (as will be seen momentarily) in the hope
that over a long period of time these many possibly correct and possibly
incorrect solutions will settle to a mostly correct final solution.
3. How is all of this done with one random variable? It is done by using
the values rt to choose which of the possible next states will become
the true next state. The transition that produces the smallest rt (the
shortest waiting time) , is selected as the next state. Because all of these
T; values have been randomly weighted, the one selected to be the next
state may not necessarily have been the one with the highest tunneling
rate. This will naturally produce error in the results, but it will also
prevent the simulation from blindly relying on the accuracy (or reality)
of the equations used. This instability in the small, but stability in the
large is a hallmark of engineering principles.
4. Once the next state has been selected the time t is increased by the
selected Tj and the process is repeated by going back to the first step.
It is important to note that this simulation took into account almost no
quantum effects. It instead relied upon the lump parameterization model of
the transistor. The components of this model were then used in their purest
and most classical form to estimate the progression of the circuit.
While the Monte Carlo simulation is a fine method for determining the pro
gression of states or electron densities through the circuit, it is not conveniently
represented as a state-space model: even though it certainly contains states,
the time derivatives of those states are not explicitly defined.
With a little manipulation, however, those derivatives could be defined. In
one time step, only two states (the excess electron counts at two linked nodes) of
the system can change. Thus, all time derivatives of the states are 0 except for
those of the two states that are linked by the active tunnel. The time derivative
of those states can then be estimated as the change in state (1) divided by
the wait time associated with the change, T{.
However, if a solver such as Matlab's ode45 is used, there is no direct
control over the progression of simulation time. Therefore, the clock of the
system cannot be increased by r, as desired. The repercussions of not controlling
the clock are unknown. (Numerical solvers rarely deal well with random data.)
Let us therefore look at one other method for simulation and decide whether
that is a more convenient model for developing a state-space representation.
Hybrid SPICE simulation
As the contemporary simulation method for single-electron transistors does not
fit well with the typical tools used to simulate circuits (SPICE), custom tools
were developed to perform these simulations (see [19] for references). As with
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Figure 4.2. The lump circuit model that is used to derive and simulate a single-
electron transistor using SPICE.
any custom tool with a field of application, the scope became too limiting. De
signers of circuits involving single-electron transistors desire to use traditional
components (MOSFETs, &c.) along side them (for SETs have more applica
tions than the simple realm of digital circuits). In essence, they desired to have
SPICE back.
Understanding this practical need, researchers have attempted to integrate
the simulation of SETs in generic SPICE code. Their results have been surpris
ingly accurate [13] [19].
The basic premise comes from again utilizing the lump parameter model of
the SET. Because SPICE is not the most powerful of programming languages
(when it comes to generalized constructs such as searching for solutions), a large
use of the SPICE macro-functions were used and the search for solutions was
simplified to be deterministic. That is, the random element of the Monte Carlo
simulation was removed.
The derivation presented bellow follows closely with that done in [13]. The
analysis is begun by focusing on the simple circuit diagram given in Fig. 4.2.
In this circuit, the tunneling junctions are again represented as capacitors and
resistors while all inputs are given as voltage sources. There are additional
capacitances associated with the gate inputs and the circuit shows, finally, a
stray capacitance from the quantum dot, C0.
The current through the device, from the source to the drain, is dependent
upon the island voltage. The island is simply the node that represents the
quantum dot. In Fig. 4.2, this is the node with the initial charge Q0. The
voltage on the island with an excess electron count n is calculated as,
V0(n) = (ne + Qo + CiVj + C2V2 + CglVgi + Cg2Vg2)/Cs, (4-7)
where e is again the elemental charge and CE is the summation of all the
capacitances in the circuit.
Following the ideas presented in the Monte Carlo simulation, the energy
required to transport an electron from a node voltage to the island shall first
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be considered. In order to transport an infitessimal charge dq from true ground
(where the potential energy is 0) to the island voltage, an energy equal to
(V0 + q/Cs)dq is required. The introduction of the q/C^ is due to the fact that
the voltage at the island changes as charge is introduced or removed from it.
The energy required to add an entire electron from ground is then,
/Jo [V0(n) + q/Cv] dq = eV0(n) + JL-.o 2Gj:
In order to move an electron from a potential a potential V{ to the island, the
energy required is then,
AEl = eV0(n)-eVl + ^r. (4.8)
In the case of tunneling from the island to the voltage Vlz the energy is,
AEi = eVl-eV0(n) + ^-. (4.9)
The tunneling rate is defined similarly to (4.3)
AEi
i_
e2Rl[exp(AEl/(kBT))-iy
(4'lo)
Equation (4.10) differs from (4.3) in that AEt is now assumed to be negative.
In (4.3), AE{ had been assumed to be a positive quantity.
Given that there are two junctions, the four possible tunneling events are,
1. an electron tunnels from the island to Vi named IF,
2. an electron tunnels from Vi to the island named IT,
3. an electron tunnels from the island to V2 named 2F,
4. an electron tunnels from V2 to the island named 2T,
where the letters 'F' and 'T' in the names stand for "from the island" and "to
the island" , respectively.
Rather than continue and define the tunneling rates, the Hybrid SPICE
model diverges from the derivations of the Monte Carlo method. A new quantity
is defined, P(n) which is the probability that the charge state n is occupied.
The definition for P(n) is given by the recursive relationship,
p^ = p^n - V { r1F(n) + r2F(n) ) (411)
The terminal condition for this recursive relationship occurs at what is termed
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as the most-probable charge state, nopt. This is defined as,
nopt = ~(Qo + CiVi + C2V2 + CeiVgi + Cs2Vg2)/e + ^V^ + V2R^
e Ri + R2
where Rx and R2 are the resistances of junctions 1 and 2, respectively. At
this state, the probability P(n) is assigned some arbitrary value, perhaps 1.
All probabilities, P{n), for n =/= nopt, the probabilities are less than P(nopt).
It should be noted that although the word "proabailties" has been used here,
these P(n) values should really be regarded as simply weights. This will be
seen when the average value of the voltage of the island is calculated next.
The average voltage of the island is determined by finding the weighted-
average of all possible voltage levels. That is,
Vo,avg = 7T J2 P(n)^o(n), (4.13)
n
where P- = J2n P(n)- The division by the sum of the weights is the normal
ization step required to use them as probabilities.
These summations are intentionally left without bounds. Technically, they
should be performed for all n greater than zero. However, the value of Vo,avg can
be approximated by limiting the number of tested states. It is simply important
that an equal number of states less than and and greater than nopt be tested.
In [13], the number of tested states was 11 - five states below and above nopt,
including nopt, were tested.
The number of states to test in order to determine a moderately accurate
model can be estimated using,
Wtest ~ ^(eAVmax + 7fcBT), (4.14)
e*
where AVmax is the maximum voltage difference that will occur between the
source and the drain. This equation considers only electrons with a thermal
energy less than 7kBT. This is anticipated to produce tunneling rate accuracies
of approximately 0.1% [13].
The average current from the source to the drain can likewise be determined
as,
*sd,avg i-^ejP(n)(r1T(n)-r1F(n)). (4.15)
Thus, the use of most-probable states has replaced the random selection
process of the Monte Carlo simulator.
In order to simulate the SETs using this model, one must simply simulate the
circuit of Fig. 4.2 augmented by a voltage source that represents the average
voltage of the island (given in (4-13)) and a current source from (4.15) that
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dictates the current from the source to the drain. Thus, the solution of a
system comprised of devices modeled in this fashion, must simply solve a large
combination circuit of capacitors, voltage sources, and current sources.
While this is possible to do given that circuit representation in state-space is
a very well understood process, it is prudent to consider whether this approach
has any benefits over the previous approach of Monte Carlo simulation.
The most important difference between the two is of course the fact that
this later method is completely deterministic - there are no random elements in
the solution. Unfortunately, this deterministic nature leads to some complexity.
The probable state definitions P{n) and the most probable state nopt are merely
estimations and simplifications to the problem. Furthermore, the process used
to determine the states of the SET (excess electron counts) is identical to that
used in the Monte Carlo simulation. This later model simply uses those states
to convert the operation of the device to more understandable (from SPICE's
perspective) quantities such as voltages and currents.
Because the simulator developed in the previous chapter has no conception
of currents or voltages, this last conversion seems superfluous. Let us, therefore,
integrate the Monte Carlo model of the SET into the simulator.
4.1.2. Example integration
Although the Monte Carlo model does not use - and may even hamper the use
of - time derivatives for state transitions, the implementation of the model in
Matlab is straight-forward.
To integrate this model with the logic designer and simulator of the previous
chapter, a Matlab function is written that implements the calculation of the
state transitions. The model is not easily specified within the confines of the
simulator due to the requirement that the time derivatives of the states must be
given as Matlab expressions. The Matlab scripting language is limited in its
expression capabilities since it relies upon statements (control structures that
do not evaluate to specific values) to implement non-arbitrary computations.
Matlab functions (as will be used to implement the Monte Carlo model) are,
of course, able to make use of these statements. Therefore, the simulator will
rely upon invoking this function and using its results to determine the state
time derivatives.
The Monte Carlo model function operates based upon the three node volt
ages of the SET. Additionally, the tunnel resistances are dependent upon the
gate controls on the data paths of the hypercube. Therefore, they are addition
ally specified in the prototype of the
function:
function dx = calc_set_dx(vO, vl, v2, R_l, R_2)
The voltage vO is the voltage at the quantum dot as measured to some ubiq
uitous ground. The voltages vl and v2 are those voltages of the nodes to the
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other sides of the tunneling junctions. R_l and R_2 are the modeled tunneling
resistances of the two tunnels.
The model function next specifies some constants and device parameters:
e = 1.60217646e-19; '/, elementary charge [C]
C_0 = 20e-18; 7. quantum-dot ground capcitance [F]
C_l = 10e-18; 7. junction 1 capcitance [F]
C_2 = 10e-18; '/, junction 2 capcitance [F]
C_gl = 0; 7. gate 1 capcitance [F]
C_g2 = 0; 7. gate 1 capcitance [F]
C_sum = (C_0 + C_l + C_2 + C_gl + C_g2) ;
These constants are from [17] and adequately describe GaAs Schottky wrap-
gate structure acting as a SET.
With these basics, the calculation of the tunneling rates can commence.
First, the amount of charge transferred during a tunneling event over the two
junctions is calculated:
Qc_l = C_l/C_sum * (e/2);
Qc_2 = C_2/C_sum * (e/2);
The total charge existing on the two nodes on either sides of the tunneling
junction are calculated simply from electrostatics:
Q_l = C_l * (vO vl);
Q_2 = C_2 * (vO - v2);
From [12], the differential amount of energy lost by the system (thus, the
amount by which the total energy of the system is reduced) by the action of the
tunneling event is calculated:
dE_lf = -(e/C_l) * (abs(Q_l) + Qc_l); 7. n -> n-1
dE_lt = (e/C_l) * (abs(Q_l) Qc_l) ; 7. n -> n+1
dE_2f = -(e/C_2) * (abs(Q_2) + Qc_2) ; 7. n -> n-1
dE_2t = (e/C_2) * (abs(Q_2) Qc_2) ; 7. n -> n+1
Four energies are calculated for the four possible tunneling events. In the com
ments, n refers to the number of excess electrons in the quantum dot. These
energies take into account both the energy due to the change in electrostatic
energy and the energy provided by the theoretical voltage sources used to model
the device (see Fig. 4.2).
With the tunneling energies, the time rates of the four possible tunnel
ing events can be calculated. This work is relegated to the internal function
calc_tau:
tau = zeros (1 ,4) ;
tau(l) = calc_tau(dE_lf , R_l) ;
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tau(2) = calc_tau(dE_lt, R_l)
tau (3) = calc_tau(dE_2f , R_2)
tau(4) = calc_tau(dE_2t, R_2)
From these time values, the decision of how the state of the device shall
change can be made. The decision is based solely off of which of the tunneling
events is most likely to occur - the one with the least time constant. In the case
that a tunneling event can occur, the time rate of change of the three voltages of
the device are calculated. That change is simply the change in voltage divided
by the time constant of the tunneling event.
[min_time, min_idx] = min(tau);
if min_time == Inf % no events
dx = [0 ; 0 ; 0] ;
elseif min.time == -Inf 7. no events
dx = [0 ; 0 ; 0] ;
elseif min_idx == 1 7. If lose electron
dx = [(+Qc_l/C_0)/min_time; (-Qc_l/C_l)/min_time; 0] ;
elseif min.idx == 2 7. It gain electron
dx = [(-Qc_l/C_0)/min_time; (+Qc_l/C_l)/min_time; 0] ;
elseif min_idx == 3 7. 2f lose electron
dx = [(+Qc_2/C_0)/min_time; 0; (-Qc_2/C_2)/min_time] ;
elseif min_idx == 4 '/, 2t gain electron
dx = [(-Qc_2/C_0)/min_time; 0; (+Qc_2/C_2)/min_time] ;
end;
The changes in voltages are calculated as the changes in charges divided by the
capacitances seen by those charges.
As the state time derivatives have now been completely specified, the def
inition of the internal function calc_tau can be given. It is based upon the
calculation of the T quantities for tunneling events:
function tau = calc_tau(dE, r)
warning off MATLAB :divideByZero;
gamma = calc_gamma(dE, r) ;
tau = 1 / gamma * (-log(rand)) ;
The internal function calc_gamma is defined as:
function g = calc_gamma(dE, r)
e = 1.60217646e-19; 7. elementary charge [C]
if dE > 0
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g = dE / (e * e * r) ;
else
g = 0;
end;
This definition for T is only adequate for devices operating at absolute 0. How
ever, since the goal of this section is to only show how complex models can
be integrated with the simulator of the previous chapter, this is a permissible
concession.
The integration of this model function into the simulator is quite simple
based upon the use of per-node definitions and the way in which node state
time derivatives can be specified.
Whereas earlier examples defined quantities such as tau and zeta for nodes,
a more complex definition that invokes the model function is used for SET
nodes. Since these definitions will make use of the node's states, these defini
tions will be evaluated for each node. This is opposed to the other instances
where the definitions could be evaluated once for all nodes. The logic that
makes this possible is from the write-node-derivs from the previous chapter.
Thus, the only node definition required is an invocation of the model func
tion calc_set_dx. The result of that function (the vector of state time deriva
tives) is stored in a temporary Matlab variable s so that it may be used when
defining the actual state derivatives. This node definition takes the form:
(make-define 's
' (calc_set_dx x_l
u_0
u_l
(+ (* -2499750e6 g) le6)
(+ (* 2499750e6 g) 10e9)))
Through this definition, calc_set_dx will be invoked during the model simula
tion with five arguments. The first is the first state of the node that represents
the voltage of the node that represents the quantum dot of the SET. The next
two parameters specify the voltages on either side of the tunneling junctions.
These are specified as the two inputs to the hypercube node, which are, in
turn, the outputs of the two child nodes of this node. The next two required
arguments - the modeled resistances of the tunnel junctions
- are based off the
physical parameters of the SET device in addition to the inputs to the logic
function.
From [12], the tunnel resistances are approximately 1 Mfi for
"on" junctions,
and approximately 10 GQ for
"off" junctions. The variable g in the above
expressions is substituted with the value of the input to the logic function
that controls the data path segment of the node (as described in the function
build-substitution-table. The values taken on by g, however, can also
be supplied by the designer. Fundamentally, g takes on logic values that are
automatically assigned values in the range [0, 1] where 1 represents truth.
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However, through the use of the logic-transform parameter of the simulator,
those values can be changed to meet the needs of technology. In the SET being
modeled here, values of truth take on values of negative voltages - approxi
mately 4 mV [17] - while false values remain at 0 (ground). Thus, g in this
case takes on values in the range [0.004,0].
To specify the resistances, one must convert from these new logic values
(0.004 for truth, and 0 for falsity) to the required resistances (1 Mf2 and
10 Gfi, respectively). That conversion is done in the last two arguments to
calc_set_dx.
Since the function calc_set_dx is responsible for the computation of the
physical model, the specification of the state values is quite simple based upon
the results of that computation, s:
(list "s(D" "s(2)M "s(3)")
With these quantities and an arbitrary logic function, the simulator can be
built. As an example, consider a simple two-input nand function:
(generate-simulator "nand"
'(not (and b_l b_2))
defs states
'x_l
>(* _4e-3 g)
0 100e-9)
The first argument is the name of the function while the second is an expression
for the value of the function. The next two parameters are simply defined
symbols for the node definitions and node state time derivatives given above.
The fifth argument is the output equation of a node - in this case it is simply
the first state: the voltage at the quantum dot. The sixth parameter is the logic
transformation to be applied to all logic values to convert them to physically
meaningful values. In this case, logically true values are converted to -0.004
while false values remain at 0. The last two parameters are the start and end
times of the simulation.
The function generates the model and simulator driver files. The model
script is given in its entirety as Fig. 4-3- The simulator script is very similar to
that given as Fig. 3.17. As such, its contents will not be discussed.
The model script implements the state equations for the three functional
nodes. Its contents, on the other hand, are different from those seen in other
parts of this paper. One may consider the following points of interest in the
model script:
the proper inclusion of the three assignments and uses of the
variable s
to relay the results of the
calc_set_dx function to the differential states,
the lack of use of the variables un_0, un_l, and un_4 in favor of the more
general use of b_l and b_2 directly,
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function dx = nand_mdl(t, x, fb_l, fb_2)
7. node outputs
yn_2 = -0.004*1;
yn_3 = -0.004*1;
yn_l = x(4);
yn_5 = -0.004*1;
yn_6 = -0.004*0;
yn_4 = x(13);
yn_0 = x(l);
7. node inputs
b_l = -0.004*feval(fb_l, t) ;
b_2 = -0.004*feval(fb_2, t) ;
un_l = 1;
un_4 = (2*b_2"3 - 3*b_2"2 + l)*yn_5 + (-2*b_2~3 + 3*b_2"2)*yn_6;
un_0 (2*b_l~3 - 3*b_l~2 + l)*yn_l + (-2*b_l"3 + 3*b_l"2)*yn_4;
7, node derivatives
dx = zeros(21 , 1) ;
s = calc_set_dx(x(4) , yn_2, yn_3, ...
(-2499750000000. 0*b_2 + 1000000.0), ...
(2499750000000. 0*b_2 + 10000000000.0));
dx(4) = s(l);
dx(5) = s(2):
dx(6) = s(3):
s = calc_set_dx(x(13) , yn_5,
(-2499750000000. 0*b_2 +
(2499750000000. 0*b_2 +
dx(13) = s(l):
dx(14) = s(2)
dx(15) = s(3):
s = calc_set_dx(x(l) , yn_l, yn_4, ...
(-2499750000000. 0*b_l + 1000000.0), ...
(2499750000000. 0*b_l + 10000000000.0));
dx(l) = s(l):
dx(2) = s(2)
dx(3) = s(3)
yn_6 , ...
1000000.0), ...
10000000000.0)) ;
Figure 4.3. Model script for two-input nand function based on SET technology.
Minor reformatting was used to conserve space.
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Figure 4.4. An example rendering of the C6o cage of N@C6o- The rendering
was generated by the Oscail-X Windows Software [14].
the conversion of all logic values to physically meaningful values by the
multiplication of 0.004.
In those ways, this model function is different from the others seen throughout
this paper though it maintains an identical structure. The physical model of
the SET has therefore been integrated with the simulation generator developed
in the previous chapter.
The next section describes another technology that may be integrated into
the logic design and simulation process. While the technology is significantly
different from the SET, it will be shown that it can still be coerced to operate
within the framework of the hypercube.
4.2. Integration of molecular components
In this section, the physical model of a fullerene molecule N@C6o is considered.
Based upon that model, the use of the molecule as a possible device in the
specification of logic circuits is considered.
This fullerene molecule is comprised of a Ceo carbon spheroid cage comprised
of planar pentagons and hexagons. This cage is depicted in Fig. 4.4. Within
the cage lies a single nitrogen atom.
It will be seen that a simplified quantum mechanical model for the resistivity
of this molecule can be determined. Further, it will be seen that its resistivity
is nonlinear but still controllable through an applied gate voltage. These prop
erties will allow us to use the molecule as a gate controller in the hypercube
scheme.
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4.2.1. Physical model of N@C60
The state-space model of the fullerene molecule N@C60 cannot be determined
without the use of known physical concepts such as charge density, Schrodinger's
wave equation, Coulomb interactions, &c. Because these concepts are rarely
stated in a convenient state-space representation, the model of the fullerene
molecule must first be determined and verified irregardless of the state-space
representation.
Once that model is completed, a scheme for embedding it in the hypercube
is devised. Once that method has been chosen, the input and output character
istics are be used to develop an appropriate state-space model. This state-space
model can then be integrated into the hypercube design reported the previous
chapter and used to simulate logic circuits with some work.
Physical and electrostatic structure
Carbon (Z = 6) is a group 14 element with a half-filled covalent outer shell.
Its electron configuration is l.s2 2.s2 2p2. Nitrogen (Z = 7) is very similar
to carbon but displays different chemical properties due to the fact that it is
a group 15 element with its valence shell filled with 5 electrons. Nitrogen's
electron configuration is Is2 2s2 2p3
In order to determine the resistivity of the molecule, the current versus
voltage graph of the single N@C6o molecule must be developed. Because the
focus of this paper is not the precise modeling of the electrical characteristics
of molecules, this analysis shall be restricted to a basic model using a variety
of assumptions. The validity of the many assumptions will vary and the reader
is directed to, instead, focus upon the validity of the process demonstrated.
To begin, the path of current must first be selected. Let us imagine two
hypothetical contacts bound to opposite poles of the spheroid. Because the
nitrogen atom in the center of fullerene provides a conduction path with high
resistivity (as compared with the paths along the shell of the N@C6o molecule),
it shall be defined as the primary path of current.
This is just one ofmany paths that the current will use to travel. A complete
model for the current through the fullerene would take into account all non-
intersecting paths by determining their resistances and adding their resistances
in parallel. However, such a complete solution is not presented here. Instead,
the single pathC>-N>C is considered.
Potential energy and charge densities
In order to determine the current through the molecule, the various energy levels
(potential energies) that a single electron will encounter through its journey
across the valence shells of the two carbon atoms and the single nitrogen atom
must be determined.
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Traditionally, this would be calculated using some form of Density Func
tional Theory (DFT) [11]. DFT is one of only a few methods that may be
used to determine the electrostatic structure of multiple electron and multiple
ion (nuclei) molecules. The theory is based off of using a charge-density view
of a multiple charge system. Through an iterative cycle, the charge distribu
tion of the system is determined by self-consistently solving four equations.
Those equations include modified versions of Schrodinger's wave equation, a
calculation of the potential energy witnessed by an electron under a bias, an
other energy called the "exchange energy" that describes the coupling between
an electron and the other electrons surrounding it (essentially derived from
coulomb interactions), plus a final calculation to re-define the charge-density of
the system.
The equations take the form,
^r) = v(r) + J-r^Ldr> (4.i6)
d(nexc(n))
^xc(n) = j (4.17)
+ <p(r) +A*xc(n(r))J Vi(r) = e^r) (4.18)
n(r) = ^hMr)|2[0<i<7V] (4.19)
The self consistent solution begins by selecting an initial charge density n that
is a function of a location in space r. This can be done by generating dis-
cretized form of space (using voxels) and sampling the true charge density in
that space. The charge density function n(r) can then be represented simply
as a set of voxels (volume pixels) or as a three-dimensional matrix with each
element representing the sample. Initially, the charge density may be initial
ized such that all the charge in the system is evenly distributed throughout the
sampled space.
The potential energy at all sampled points is determined using the current
charge density and any external potential v that may be applied in the space
using (4.16). Again, this potential energy function may simply be a set of voxels.
The solution continues by calculating a value for the exchange energy potential
/uxc which is a function of the charge-density (4.17). The determination of iixc
is based upon the value exc(n) which is the exchange and correlation energy
per electron in the charge-distribution n. The definition of exc(n) is assumed
to be known given the theories of homogenous electron gases. The topic of
its determination are far outside the scope of this paper, though it must be
recognized that exc(n) is a very important part of the calculation that must not
be over simplified.
The solution now continues by determining the wave equation of all elec
trons in the system by solving a set of Schrodinger's wave equations (4.18) (the
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variable i is the zero-based index of the electron). Fortunately, each of these
equations is independent and thus can be solved independently and numerically
using a standard differential equation solver. The energy ; is the eigenvalue of
the energy functional used to solve the equation.
The last step of a single iteration of finding the self-consistent solution is to
calculate a new value for n(r). This is done using the N electron wave functions
according to (4.19). Once this new charge-density has been determined, another
iteration to determine an updated value of the charge-distribution can be per
formed. The cycle repeats until the updated charge-densities from a previous
iteration are essentially equivalent to those calculated in the latest iteration.
While this process is essentially simple, it has two main draw-backs: (i) it
is computationally very expensive (multiple volume integrals and multiple dif
ferential equation solutions must be found in each iteration), and (ii) it relies
on one parameter, exc(n) that is not very easily determined. Progress in DFTs
have focused on defining better forms of the functional exc(n) and on including
the time-dependent form of Schrodinger's equation.
Unfortunately, even this simplest of theories is too complex to implement in
this section of this paper. Fortunately, others have implemented the programs
necessary to determine the charge-densities of multi-electron systems. From
these charge-densities, the potential energies experienced by an electron are
readily determined.
Even more fortunately, the specific potential energy as witnessed by an elec
tron traveling through theCNC barrier that is required has already been
determined. To simplify matters, the three-dimensional potential function is
projected onto the one-dimensional path of the electron. Under this condition,
the potential energy witnessed by the electron is a simple box that approxi
mately covers the extent of the nitrogen atom. The amplitude of this box is
approximately 0.3 eV [8].
A plot is presented in Fig. 4.5 of this very simple potential barrier. To gen
erate this plot, another set of assumptions were made: the carbon and nitrogen
atoms have the same valence-shell radius, and that shell's radius is 70 pm. This
assumption comes from the fact that it is known that the separation of the
carbon atoms from the nitrogen atom is approximately 140 pm. Furthermore,
the rest valence shell radii of the two atoms are approximately 70 pm so this
simplification is not overly bad.
The implementation of the potential energy function is contained in the
MATLAB function, pot_energy. This function is simply the implementation of
a fixed square function:
function pot = pot_energy(x)
bandgap = 0.3 * 1 .602176462e-19; 7. bandgap [J]
7, assume carbon potential energy is 0
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Figure 4.5. Potential energy of an electron traversing the C^N-C ID path.
c_pot = 0;
7. diameter of each atom
d = 140e-12;
7. make perfect step transitions for the nitrogen
if x > l*d & x < 2*d
pot = c_pot + bandgap;
else
pot = c_pot;
end;
Some time was spent examining the potential energy of the molecule for two
reasons: (i) to demonstrate that the problem of modeling molecular devices in
not a simple problem, and (ii) because the potential energy of the molecule at
different points in space will be required to determine the probability that an
electron is able to move from the first carbon atoms, across the nitrogen atom,
to the last carbon atom.
As will be seen later, if that probability of transmission can be calculated,
there is a direct formulation for determining the current through the device
given any potential bias. As it turns out, the electron wave function as de
termined through Schrodinger's wave equation can be used to determine the
probability of transmission. Predictably, the solution to the wave equation
requires knowledge of the potential energy of the molecule.
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Solution of Schrodinger's equation
The time-independent one-dimensional Schrodinger equation is,
h2 d2xP(x)
"2^~d^+n(x)^(:c) = jEV'(l)' (4'20)
or by letting k2 = 2m/h2,
d2ip(x) 0r
-^+K2[E~n(x)]^{x) = Q. (4.21)
This equation can be readily solved by a numerical differential equation
solver (e.g. ode45) given the determined potential energies from the previous
section. Only the kinetic energy values E are left to be determined. These will
be defined later and can be safely ignored for the time being.
Once the function tp has been determined, it can be used to determine the
probability of the electron being located in certain regions. To do this, the
function must first be normalized such that it satisfies the equation,
rJ r \tp(x)\2dx = 1. (4.22)
This is accomplished by inserting the coefficient a into the wave function such
that Vv(x) = aipix). The appropriate value for a in order to normalize the wave
function then becomes,
\y(x)\2dx)
'
(4.23)
Once the wave function is normalized, the probability that an electron lies
between the points in and Xi is simply,
p(x0,x1)= / |^a(a;)|2<ix. (4-24)
J Xq
The probability that the electron travels through the fullerene is equivalent
to calculating the probability of it reaching the last carbon atom in the sequence.
Given the physical configuration of the molecule, the region of the last carbon
atom is [280 pm, 420 pm]. The probability that an electron is transmissitted is
then,
/420 pm
Pt= \i>a{x)\2dx. (4-25)
J2&0 pm
The solution to Schrodinger's wave equation is determined using the ode45
solver of Matlab. The differential value of the wave function is given in the
function schrod:
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function d_psi = schrod(x, psi, kappa_sqrd, E, Pi)
d_psi = [0; 0] ;
d_psi(l) = psi(2) ;
d_psi(2) = -kappa_sqrd * (E - feval (Pi, x)) * psi(l);
In this function, the Schrddinger equation is split into two first-order differential
equations. To satisfy the requirements of ode45. The function schrod expects
the additional arguments of a value for the kinetic energy of the electron, E,
and another to determine its potential energy, Pi. Once it has evaluated those,
it is able to determine the differential wave function.
The Matlab function calc_trans_prob is written that accepts the kinetic
energy E used to solve the Schrodinger equation. The function first invokes the
ode45 differential equation solver to determine the electron wave equation.
The integral of the square of the magnitude of the wave function is then
calculated over the size of the molecule using the custom function num_int:
function s = num_int(x, y, a, b)
1 = min(length(x) , length (y));
s = 0;
for i = 2 : 1
if x(i) >= a & x(i) <= b
dx = x(i) - x(i-l) ;
s = s + y(i) * dx;
end;
end;
This simple integrator is a first-order rectangular Euler integrator.
One the integral has been determined, the normalization coefficient a is able
to be determined. Integration of the square of the normalized wave function
in the region of the last carbon atom produces the probability of transmission.
The entire definition for calc_trans_prob is:
function tp = calc_trans_prob(E)
m = 9.1e-31; '/, mass of electron [kg]
meff = 0.06*m; 7. effective mass [kg]
h_bar = 1.0546e-34; 7. J s
kappa_sqrd = 2*meff / (h_bar*h_bar) ;
[x, psi] = ode45(@schrod, [0, 3*140e-12] , [0.01 0], ...
odeset ('Refine ' , 16), kappa_sqrd, E, @pot_energy) ;
psi = psi(:,l); 7. extract only the first state
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ii num_int(x, psi .* psi, -1, 1); /, normalize
a = sqrt(l/ii) ;
psi = a * psi;
tp num_int(x, psi .* psi, 2*140e-12, 3*140e-12) ;
Landauer formulation of current
In 1957, Rolf Landauer of IBM research published a paper describing a method
for determining the resistivity of a molecule given only the probability that a
single electron is able to tunnel through the molecule (a review, [6]).
The Landauer equation is based upon the transmission probability being a
function of the incident or kinetic energy E of the electron (this is the same E
used in the previous subsections).
The equation is only valid when the molecule is placed between two conduc
tors set to two different voltages. His method accounts for the potential voltage
placed across the molecule by enhancing and reducing the Fermi energy levels
of the contacts.
This may seem a bit abstract. As such, let us consider the specific method
by which the current shall be calculated. The Landauer equation of current is,
I(V)
2e f ( 1 1 \
~h 7-oc T{E) UB-"-(V/fcT + 1
"
e(E-^(v))/kT + 1)
dE' U-26)
where e is the elementary charge, h is Planck's constant, T(E) is the probability
that an electron can tunnel through the molecule given an energy E (which will
be represented by the Matlab function calc_trans_prob), n3(V) and Hd(Y)
are the biased potential energies of the contacts, k is Boltzmann's constant, and
T is the temperature of the device using the Kelvin scale.
The functions {J-S(V) and Md(^) are based upon the Fermi level of the con
tacts. Given the Fermi level Ep at the source and the drain contacts, these
potentials are,
fis(V) = EF + rV, (4-27)
tid(V) = EF- \eV. (4.28)
where, again, e is the elemental charge.
Because T(E) is unitless and the exponential function is unitless, the inte
grand of (4.26) is completely unitless. Therefore, the integral itself has units
of Joules. This is an important observation because the conductance of a one-
dimensional metallic channel has been shown [6] to occur in steps of,
2e2/h. (4-29)
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Thus, the integral of (4.26) takes the place of the second e of (4.29).
The quality of the results using (4.26) is directly related to the quality of
the determination of T(E) - the topic of the last subsection. It is understand
implicitly that this determination ofT(E) is not completely physically accurate,
however, progress shall be continued under the assumption that it is adequate.
The function calc_current is written to implement Landauer's equation:
function curr = calc_current (v)
e = 1.602176462e-19; 7. elementary charge [J]
h = 6.62606876e-34; 7. planck [J s]
[E, c] = ode45(@diff_current, [-10*e 10*e] , 0, [] , v) ;
curr = 2*e/h * c(length(c)) ;
It uses the differential equation solver to determine the value of the inte
gral in the range [-10 eV, 10 eV] given the applied voltage v. The function
diff.currentimplements the integrand of (4.26):
function di = diff
_current(E, i, v)
e = 1.602176462e-19; 7. elementary charge [J]
kT = 293 * 1.3806503e-23; 7. room temperature energy
fermi = 5.5 * e;
mu_s = fermi + e*v/2;
mu_d = fermi e*v/2;
trans = calc_trans_prob(E) ;
prob = l/(exp((E-mu_s)/kT) + 1) - l/(exp((E-mu_d)/kT) + 1);
di = trans * prob;
The Fermi level 5.5 eV is used to represent gold or sulfur. This function makes
a direct call to calc_trans_prob to calculate T(E).
With these functions (specifically, calc.current) it is now possible to gen
erate the IV characteristics of the fullerene molecule. A plot of the IV charac
teristic is presented as Fig. 4.6 for the bias in the range 1 V to 1 V. A plot of
the differential conductance of the molecule is also presented as Fig. 4.7.
4.2.2. N@C6o as a logic device
From the current and conductance plots, it is visible that the resistance of the
molecule is dependent upon the voltage applied across it. This presents an
opportunity to use the molecule as a gate control in the logic topology of the
hypercube.
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Figure 4.6. Current versus voltage plot of the fullerene molecule.
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Figure 4.7. Differential conductance versus voltage plot of the fullerene
molecule.
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Figure 4.8. Hypercube of the logic function f(bl,b2) =ijA x2. Node n0 is the
output node.
While the hypercube method was originally conceived with the active device
taking the place of nodes, there is nothing to prevent us from, instead, using
devices as gate controls. In this new scheme, nodes are simply junctions in
arbitrary circuits.
For example, consider the two-variable (61 and 62) hypercube of the nand
function depicted in Fig. 4.8. Imagine that the terminal (constant nodes) repre
sent steady voltages and that the nodes no, n.i, and n4 are simply wire junctions.
Now, consider that when an input is active (signaled by a logic-high level) its
associated gate is physically replaced by a wire. However, when the input is
inactive, its associated gate is a constant, moderately large resistance (100 fi).
Under these conditions, there will be one and only one direct connection be
tween the output node no and the terminal node that represents the logic value
that it must assume. The remainder of the connections between the output
node and the terminal nodes will be resistive paths.
For example, consider the scenario that 61 = 0 and b2 = 1. Under these
circumstances, the 61 data-path to the right of n0 will be a short to nx. That
short will continue to the logic-high terminal node via the b2 data-path. The
remainder of the data-paths will be resistive paths that cannot affect the logic
level of the output node.
Therefore, the developed model establishes the nearly ideal configuration
that was naively used in the previous chapter. The only difference lies in the
fact that there is an induced current through the data-paths that are not directly
linked to the output node. This will of course lead to great inefficiencies in the
power consumption of the device but will not affect its operation as a logic
device.
State-space Model
Unfortunately, even though a great amount of time was spent modeling the
N@C6o fullerene, the derived model is purely static. That is, it gives no glimpse
at the dynamic performance of the molecule.
The designed simulator, however, requires such dynamic models in order
to operate. The situation cannot be rectified without resorting to some time-
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dependent solution to the electron wave equations.
Without such solutions, the only dynamic model that can be used is the
second-order model that was blindly used throughout Chapter 3. The fullerene
may be modeled as a variable resistor in an otherwise linear circuit. The simu
lations of this device will then be as arbitrary as those given in the technology
independent Chapter 3.
All work was not in vain, however. It was shown that the device could oper
ate as a logic element - that is the benefit of performing the static analysis. One
must simply take that analysis a step further to integrate time into the deriva
tions. That work, however, is beyond the scope of this example integration.
Thus, this section closes with the simple assertion that the fullerene molecule,
as studied, can act as a digital element in the hypercube scheme developed in
this thesis.
4.3. Conclusion
This chapter examined two devices to demonstrate how they may be integrated
into the hypercube design environment developed in the previous chapter. A
non-linear and non-deterministic state-space model of the single-electron tran
sistor was described and its integration into the logic designer was shown. A
physical model of the endohederal fullerene N@C6o was also developed though
a dynamic model was not explicitly developed. With that short-coming, it was
advised that such a device could be integrated into the hypercube structure if
treated as a variably resistive element in a large resistive network. It was shown
that such a model is adequate to perform the switching function required by
the hypercube circuit topology.
5- Conclusion
In this thesis, the design and implementation of a computer-aided design en
vironment was presented in addition to its usage in modeling digital circuits
based upon two technologies.
The hypercube was chosen as the predominant notation of digital circuits
throughout the thesis because it presented a very basic, yet very robust method
for designing digital circuits. The hypercube methodology creates a regular 3D
structure capable of implementing any feed-forward based logic design. This 3D
structure is identical for all functions of the same number of input parameters.
It relies upon devices acting as nodes and data paths. The combination of
nodes and data paths produces a logic device based on propagating values from
terminal nodes. The specific values of terminal nodes define the logic operation
that the hypercube, as a whole, performs.
A detailed description of the software designed to translate Scheme expres
sions for logic functions into the hypercube was then presented. This software
generated a tree of hypercube nodes with specific positions in space. The va
lidity of the generated hypercubes was then verified by performing a dynamic
analysis of the operation of the hypercube. This dynamic analysis was per
formed by permitting the designer to specify state-space models for the nodes
of the hypercube. These models were then incorporated into the hypercube
structure and Matlab was used to integrate (solve) the differential state equa
tions. The operation of a particular logic function, the extended exclusive-or,
was presented as a demonstration of the complete use of the design environment.
Lastly, two separate technologies that could potentially implement nano-
scale digital logic were considered for integration with the hypercube. The
first, single-electron transistors, were chosen as their structure naturally allows
for their operation as switches - an ideal device for the integration into the
hypercube. The use of the endohedral fullerene molecule N@C6o was then
considered by demonstrating that it could act as a variable resistor. While no
dynamic model for the fullerene could be determined, the static analysis of the
molecule demonstrated that it could, in fact, be used to implement digital logic.
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A. Displaying the hypercube structures
Throughout this paper, the hypercube structures have been displayed as two-
dimensional projections (Fig. 3.9, Fig. 3.13, &c.) Because these structures
become more and more complex as their size increases, a program was written
to generate the views of the structures. This program is tightly integrated with
the logic designer and is able to generate a 2D drawing of any hypercube of
any size. However, since this process is automatic, the quality (readability,
understandability) of these renderings varies.
The program is designed to output a METAPOST [9] figure using the draw
ing and typesetting commands of that language. In brief, METRPOBT is an
algorithmic language for specifying the relationships between graphical primi
tives. The essential primitive of METAPOST is the curve and more interesting
objects are aggregated from these. For instance, sets of curves compromise
paths, paths can become cycles to form closed paths, and these closed paths
can be filled to create solid objects.
To generate the hypercube structures, only circles (representing nodes) and
arrowed lines (representing the data paths) were required. Optionally the circles
and arrowed lines are labeled with text giving them meaning. Such labels
include for instance, n0, Xi, &x.
As the hypercubes are naturally a 3D structure, some sort of projection is
required to display them on 2D media. In addition to this projection, some
transformation should be used to give more informative views of the structures.
In this paper, the hypercubes are transformed using two pseudo-rotations.
The goal of the combined transformation resulting from these pseudo-rotations
is to draw a cube as is typically done by freehand artist. That is, cubes are
drawn in two-dimensions such that there are two orthogonal (perpendicular)
vectors - the horizontal axis in addition to the vertical axis. The third axis is
drawn neither parallel nor perpendicular to these two axes. Simply put, the
depth axis is skewed (in a direction that is not parallel to either of the other
axis) while the other two are left untransformed.
To add an element of concreteness to this description, the notions that the
horizontal axis is the z-axis, the vertical axis is the j/-axis, and the depth axis
is the z-axis are used. A point in space is represented by a point closure and
three basic accessors:
(define (make-point x y z)
(let ((my-x x)
(my-y y)
(my-z z))
(define (me request)
(cond ((eq? request 'x) my-x)
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((eq? request 'y) my-y)
((eq? request 'z) my-z)
((eq? request 'point?) #t)
(else #f)))
me))
(define (point-x p)
(p 'x))
(define (point-y p)
(p y))
(define (point-z p)
(p 'z))
The message point? may be used to query whether this object represents a
point.
Given this definition, the skewing projection for a point p is simply:
(define (move-point p)
(make-point (+ (p 'x) (* (p 'z) -0.7))
(+ (p 'y) (* (p 'z) -0.4))
(p 'z)))
In this definition, the skewing of the depth axis causes points on the other
two axes to shift. If a point is located towards the "front" of the coordinate
system (positive z-axis), it is translated negatively along the x and y axes.
If it is located toward the back, it is translated positively The effect of this
transformation can be seen in any of the hypercube rendering of this thesis.
The amount of skewing, 0.7 and 0.4 were chosen by the author to produce as
clear a rendering as can be hoped for with an automatic system.
As for projection, only a simple orthographic projection is used. That is,
the x and y coordinates obtained from move-point are used directly as the two
coordinates of the 2D projection by simply disregarding the z coordinate.
The observant reader will note that, in the renderings of the hypercube, the
individual elements (nodes and data paths) are layered such that those towards
the front of the hypercubes are drawn over those towards the back. This is
accomplished by drawing the objects in order by their positions on the z-axis.
To do this, a list of all objects that must be drawn is made. That list is then
sorted according to the z positions of the elemental objects and finally used to
draw the objects in the sorted manner.
This list is actually the combination of two lists: one that contains all the
nodes of the hypercube (along with their positions) in addition to one that lists
all of the individual (one segment-long) data paths of the hypercube. The node
list is generated by the function list-nodes that was defined in Chapter 3.
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By default, however, those node definitions contain only the vector used to
reach its children - it does not contain the absolute position of the node. To
generate those absolute positions, the function set -node-points ! is used. As
the name implies, this function overwrites the point member of the node struc
ture. It does this by walking the node tree while incrementally accumulating
the proper position of the node.
(define (set-node-points! n pt)
(if (functional-node? n)
(begin
(set-node-point! n pt)
(set-node-points! (n 'childO)
(add-points pt
(vector->point (n 'vector))))
(set-node-points! (n 'childl)
(sub-points pt
(vector->point (n 'vector)))))
(set-node-point! n pt)))
This function accepts two parameters, the node whose position is to be set, n,
and the current aggregated location of the node, pt. Once the node's point has
been set, the function is recursively called for functional nodes. The vector
member of the node structure is used to determine the relative location of each
of the child nodes. When this relative location is added to the node's aggregated
absolute position, the child's relative position becomes absolute.
The function vector->point is used to convert the vector definition into
the child's relative position. It has the simple definition,
(define (vector->point v)
(let ((a (vector-axis v)) (1 (vector-length v)))
(cond ((eq? a 'x)
(make-point 10 0))
((eq? a 'y)
(make-point 0 10))
((eq? a 'z)
(make-point 0 0 1)))))
In summary, the node list is generated by (i) using create-node to generate
the node tree given a logic function, (ii) setting all of the positions of the nodes
using set-node-points! , (iii) using list-nodes to flatten that tree into a
simple list.
The second object list - that of the single-segment data paths - is generated
using a new data object: a connection. A connection is a list of two elements,
the text that is to be displayed as a part of the connection (i.e. xx or x7), and
a cons of the destination of the connection with the source of the connection.
A list of connections is created by again walking the node tree:
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(define (list-connections n conn-list)
(if (functional-node? n)
(append conn-list
(append (list (list (string-append "\\overline{"
(obj->string (n 'param-name))
"}")
(cons (n 'childO) n))
(list (string-append ""
(obj->string (n 'param-name))
MM)
(cons (n 'childl) n)))
(list-connections (n 'childO)
'())
(list-connections (n 'childl)
'())))
conn-list))
The two lists, nodes and connections, are then merged and sorted according
to each objects z position. For nodes, the z position is simply the position of
the node. For connections, it is the z position of the point halfway between
the source and destination nodes that represent it. This is calculated in the
function obj-z:
(define (obj-z obj)
(if (list? obj)
(let ((src (caadr obj))
(des (cdadr obj)))
(/ (+ ((src 'point) 'z) ((des 'point) 'z)) 2))
((obj 'point) 'z)))
Here, the simple predicate list? is used to decide whether the object is a
connection or a node. If it is a connection, the predicate will evaluate to #t.
The entire sort operation of the combined list is simply:
(quicksort (append node-list conn-list) z<?)
given the predicate
(define (z<? objO objl)
(< (obj-z objO) (obj-z objl)))
With this sorted list of objects, the functions to actually create the drawing
commands can be developed. Drawing objects in METflPOST is typically a two
step process. First, one defines the objects to be drawn, next the commands
to actually draw them are issued. In the case of nodes, this two step process is
required. In the case of connections, however, one draw statement is all that is
required.
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The definitions for the nodes as circles are first output. This is accomplished
by the output-circle-defs function:
(define (output-circle-def s node-list)
(if (null? node-list)
'done
(let* ((n (car node-list))
(pt (n 'point))
(mname (metaname (n 'name))))
(if (and show-names (functional-node? n) )
(printf "circleit. ~A(btex $~A$ etex) ; "n"
mname (texname (n 'name)))
(printf "circleit.~A(btex Wquad etex) ; ~n"
mname))
(printf "~A.c = (~Au, ~Au);~n"
mname (point-x pt) (point-y pt))
(printf "ypart(~A.n-~A.s) = xpart (~A.e-~A.w) = "
mname mname mname mname)
(if (functional-node? n)
(printf ".35u;~n")
(printf ".2u;-n"))
(output-circle-def s (cdr node-list)))))
The METAPOST primitive for drawing circles is the circleit command. Each
circleit accepts a string to be displayed within the circle. If a node is func
tional and the user has decided to display node names (through show-names),
then that name is given. Otherwise, a blank space is used (\quad).
Each circleit command requires a name for the object it is creating. This
name is derived from the node name using the functionmetaname. This function
simply modifies the node name such that it is compatible with METAPOST's
naming conventions:
(define (metaname name)
(let ((s (symbol->string name)))
(string-append "n" (substring s 2 (string-length s)) "n")))
Simply, it places the letter 'n' after the node name since METAPOST does not
allow names to end in numbers (it reserves those symbols for array access) .
The last part of output-circle-defs fixes the size of the nodes. For aes
thetic reasons, functional nodes are displayed larger than terminal (constant)
nodes.
Once these circles have been defined, all objects can be drawn. Each element
of the sorted object list is drawn using a dispatch function:
(define (output-objs obj-lst)
(if (null? obj-lst)
'done
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(let ((obj (car obj-lst)))
(if (list? obj)
(output-connection obj)
(output-circle-draw obj))
(output-objs (cdr obj-lst)))))
This function uses the predicate list? once again to decide whether it is out-
putting connections or nodes. The two functions output-connection and
output-circle-draw are responsible for generating the actual METAPOST
drawing commands.
A connection is drawn as a path from the source node to the destination
node with an arrow showing that direction. The path is also labeled if the user
requests to do so with show-names. The drawing of the path is accomplished
by the METAPOST utility function cut that will clip the segment such that it
does not intersect the node circles. The complete function is:
(define (output-connection conn)
(let ((str (car conn))
(src (caadr conn))
(des (cdadr conn)))
(printf "pickup pencircle scaled lpt;"n")
(printf "label . lrt (btex$~A$etex, cut("A,"A) ~A. c. . ~A. c) ; ~n"
(if show-names str "Wquad")
(metaname (src 'name))
(metaname (des 'name))
(metaname (src 'name))
(metaname (des 'name)))))
Drawing the nodes is nearly as simple. When drawing the nodes, the fill
color is used to display whether the node is a constant logic. If it is, then it is
displayed as either black (logically #t) or white (#f ). If it is a functional node,
it is drawn in a light gray.
(define (output-circle-draw n)
(let ((pt (n 'point)))
(printf "pickup pencircle scaled 0.5pt;~n")
(printf "fill bpath.'A withcolor "
(metaname (n 'name)))
(cond ((functional-node? n) (printf
"
.8white; "n"))
((n 'value) (printf "Owhite; ~n"))
(else (printf "lwhite; "n")))
(printf "drawboxedCA) ;"n"
(metaname (n 'name)))))
This concludes the process used to generate the 2D hypercube displays used
throughout this thesis.
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